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KEEP IN TOUCH 
Write: Editor, 623 w. liberty St., 

Madina; OH 44256 
FAX: 330-125-5624 
EMAIL: KIM@BEECULTURlCOM 

Nonsensical Arguments 
In most cases arguments 

between opposing factions make 
interesting reading. Generally the 
motives are clear, but occasionally 
arguments develop into a futile 
charge/counter charge dialog that 
ignore the issues. Instead, most 
of the debate will be addressed to 
the procedural mistakes of the 
opponent. 

I have been wondering why 
the American Honey Producers 
Association (AHPA) has given so 
much attention to the publicity of 
the recent incident of discovering 
that some Chinese honey was 
contaminated with a harmful drug. 
A full-blown controversy, that 
gives little attention to the 
issues, has developed over the 
best method to publicize the 
matter. 

As I understand the matter 
the AHPA wants to publicize all 
with reasoning that the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) should 
be more firm and actively tell the 
public "what is what." The Ameri
can Beekeeping Federation (ABF) 
and the National Honey Board 
(NHB) certainly do not question 
the public's right to know, but, as 
I see it, they favor a low-key 
approach based on experience. 

At first blush, some of us will 
probably favor the AHPA's position 
and will have do-nothing thoughts 
about ABF and the NHB. To do so 
will overlook several important 
issues. A few points need our 
attention. They are: 

1. When we ask a regulatory 
agency, like the FDA to do some
thing for us, we need to bear in 
mind what they can and cannot 
do. It is generally understood that 
it is virtually impossible for a 
regulatory agency to check on 
every business, every problem, 
every violation. Consequently, in 
the main, these agencies must 
rely primarily on voluntary coop
eration. This, in turn, means that 
priorities and political clout figure 
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MAILBOX 
in the degree of bureaucratic 
response. 

2. Working for favorable 
comment in the news media is 
certainly an important objective, 
but, realistically, the most iffy 
thing imaginable. l have a vivid 
recollection of our industry's 
failed attempt to get some favor
able publicity from columnist 
George Will. We should easily 
recall the mountain of negative 
publicity President Clinton gener
ated about price supports. Also, 
Congressman Dick Armey waxed 
eloquently with real s illiness. 
Proceeding cautiously, it seems 
our best approach in the case of 
publicity in the news media would 
be limited to facts without edito
rial comment. 

3. Before lodging a complaint 
before a regulatory agency one 
must have a little understanding 
about making libelous statements 
that might provoke a lawsuit. In 
some instances, complaints are 
privileged; in others the data is 
available for use in the courts. 
Since laws change from time to 
time, checking this legal point 
should be the first step in launch
ing a complaint or writing a series 
of articles that might be libelous. 

I have doubts that the AHPA 
and the ABF have really tried to 
give serious consideration to a 
proper method of generating 
proper publicity relating to the 
honey shipments from China. 
With the exception of a few letters 
to the editors of the Bee Press our 
negotiators seem to write and talk 
for the sole purpose of impressing 
their members and outsiders. 
Invariably, this approach, if 
pursued for any length of time, 
will develop into a name-calling 
exchange that ignores the issue. 

Proper procedure? The best 
suggestions that I have seen 
came from the National Honey 
Board staff. Briefly the sugges
tions are: 

Carefully, separate people 
from the problem; 
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Focus on points that are 
important to both sides; 

Study available literature for 
options that might interest both 
parties, and 

Stress the need for the 
discussions to recognize the 
importance of complying with 
rules of procedure. 

Mr. Producer attention to 
these matters will be appreciated. 
And may be fruitful. 

Glenn Gibson 
Minco, OK 

Hang In There 
In Bee Culture's "Mailbox," 

February 2003 letter, "No New 
Beekeepers," John Storey has 
good reason to be disappointed 
with keeping bees. Beekeeping 
like farming in general, has its 
good and bad times. Beekeeping, 
though, seems even more volatile. 
Some problems that earlier 
seemed overwhelming, pollination 
fees, honey prices, the introduc
tion of mites, are not of as much 
concern to us, now. 

When Varroa was first intro
duced, I was discussing the 
outlook of beekeeping with Jim 
Tew. At the time, I mentioned that 
I was thinking of either going out 
of bee breeding and queen rearing, 
or I would expand considerably. Of 
course, his answer was "I hope 
you expand." Expand we did. Now, 
we cannot raise enough bees to 
satisfy demand. The saddest part 
of our bee business is to have to 
refuse so many beekeepers that 
wait until we're sold out, to order. 

Our Winter loses before 
mites, mostly because of unin
formed management, were around 
18%. When the mites first arrived, 
instead of losing all of the colo
nies as expected, loses were at 
some 60 to 70%. Loses for Winter 
2000-1, were at 12%. Winter loses 
for 2001-2, were at an astonishing 
3%! Winter loses for 2002-3 might 
be' a different story. That's farm
ing. 

Continued on Next Page 
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MAILBOX 
There are some older bee

keepers giving up. However, here 
at our workshops, we start some 
40 to 60 new beekeepers each 
year. Attendance average around 
70, which includes some older 
beekeepers. Folks interested in 
learning beekeeping come from as 
far as all of the NE states, NY, 
Long Island and New Jersey. So, 
there is still interest in keeping 
bees, in this general area, at 
least. 

Currently, we are managing 
more colonies than ever, manufac
turing more equipment than ever, 
purchased more new machines 
including a new 2003 platform ' 
truck and still cannot keep up 
with demand. Good thing we 
decided to expand, rather than 
quit. 

Like Mr. Storey, we have had 
some bad years with the bees. 
Luckily we persevered. Hopefully 
Mr. Storey and other discouraged 
beekeepers will hang in there. It 
can only get better for them. 

Frank Lagrant 
Lagrant's Honeybees 

Ware, MA 

Excluders & AHBs 
Catch a swarm, hive them and 

now the fun begins. The AHBs 
start to build comb and the queen 
is laying eggs. Then they leave. If 
you get them again, back in the 
hive, after a few days they may 
leave again. My mentor, Bob 
Midleton has the answer. 

Hive your swarm. Put a queen 
excluder between the bottom 
board and brood chamber. Now if 
they leave and come back they 
have no queen. 

ln a couple of weeks you will 
know if they are AHB. If they are, 
leave excluder on. Otherwise take 
it off. This will keep your drones 
in and the bees will tear them 
apart. Open the drone cells. 

If you are in an area with a 
few AHB, a cell will work as the 
drones can't get out to mate. 

I am a hobby beekeeper with 
eight hives in the city. 
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Wayne Reedy 
San J acinto, CA 

Truck Rules 
A blown front tire on a bee 

truck is always a problem. I will 
post a few pointers for those who 
might not know the proper method 
of handling the problem. 

1. Always keep both hands on the 
wheel. 
2. Keep in the slow lane except to 
pass, so another vehicle cannot 
get between you and the shoulder 
if a tire blows. 
3. Stay off the brakes. 
4. Hold the wheel straight and 
slowly exit the road. 
5. If the road has a shoulder drop 
off, stay in the road lane until you 
are almost stopped before moving 
onto the shoulder. If there is no 
shoulder (as is the case many 
times in Missouri) stay on the 
road and set out flares or reflec
tors and call for help. 
6. NEVER RUN A RECAP TIRE ON 
THE FRONT OF A BEE TRUCK! 
7 Try to choose roads to travel 
with a shoulder. 

Bob Harrison 
(2 million miles without accident) 

Odessa, MO 

Show Me The Money 
Since I began producing honey 

to pay the bills there have been 
only two significant increases in 
honey prices. In each case, good 
beekeepers with common sense 
used their own money to take 
appropriate action that brought 
about the current prosperity we 
are all enjoying 

Realizing an increase of $1.00 
per pound for my honey, I sent 1¢ 
per pound to the American Honey 
Producers Association. That's a 
return of 10,000% on my invest
ment after "the fact. If the Na
tional Honey Board could have 
provided anything else to that over 
the last 17 years, why didn't they? 

I would like to have the option 
of giving the mandatory NHB 
asses,sment to the American 
Honey Producers along with the 
penny they have already earned 
and enable beekeepers to keep 
working for beekeepers 

Harry Whitehead 
Rushford, NY 
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Good Job IBA 
In 1998, Bee Culture carried a 

letter noting the start-up of a new 
state level beekeeping organiza
tion in Indiana. 

Here is a summary of what 
has happened with the start-up of 
the new Indiana Beekeepers' 
Association (IBA): 

IBA membership now exceeds 600. 
State-wide educ~tional programs, 

including 10 Spring Field Clinics and 
start-up of the annual Indiana Bee 
School, were initiated. 
- A young Beekeeper of the Year 
Awards program offering financial 
and other recognition for partici
pants was started. 

Barriers that prevented beekeep
ers from selling their honey and 
other hive products under their own 
labels at the Indiana State Fair were 
removed. 

A quarterly publication called the 
IBA Newsletter was star ted, focus
ing on the many aspects of Indiana 
beekeeping. 

As one old timer said, noting 
two state groups at work, "bee
keepers in Indiana never had it so 
good!" 

Dave Laney 
North Liberty, IN 

AHB Identifications 
Effective May 1, 2003 the AHB 

identification service will be 
transferred from Beltsville to the 
USDA-ARS Carl Hayden Bee 
Research Center in Tucson, AZ. 
All samples should be submitted 
to: Carl Hayden Bee Research 
Center, 2000 E. Allen Road, 
Tucson, AZ 85719, 520.670.6380. 

Mark Feldlaufer 
Bee Research Lab 

Beltsville, MD 
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o man is an island. 
Neither is a bee
keeper. Or a bee
keeping associa

tion. Nor is the beekeeping 
industry. Last month a corre
spondent spelled out the eye
opening experience he had 
when working with contacts 
in Washington set up by his 
Farm Bureau organization. In 
his words it blew the contacts 
made by the two National Or
ganizations out of the water. 
It is, after all, who you know. 

You should take note of 
that observation. If I were to use the current jargon, "You need to 
partner with appropriate same-goal oriented groups to enhance your 
respective positions." But I don't talk like that and I'm wary of 
people who do. 

But, we all need friends. Can't have too many of those. And 
beekeeping crosses many boundaries. Master Gardeners, Farm 
Bureau, State Agriculture and regulatory agencies. Fruit and veg
etable commodity groups. Local, county and even State Parks De
partments. Anybody who deals with the real world of being outside 
benefits from honey bees. And you, and your group need to, dare I 
say, "Think outside the box," when it comes to who can be an ally 
when the chips are down, friends are few, or the zoning board is 
chasing you. The axiom of "Think Globally, but act locally" really 
pays off. 

No, you can't have too many friends. And the more you have 
that aren't beekeepers the better you'll be prepared for the worst 
case that will come your way, sooner or later. Be prepared. 

So when's the last time you entered a honey show? Have you 
ever entered one? Is there a honey show you could enter if you 
wanted to? 

Time was, entering and winning was a marketing advantage. 
Time was, entering and winning was a competitive game - you against 
the judge; or, you against the perennial winner; or, you against 
your best friend/worst enemy in a particular class. 

Time was, the people you sold honey to actually knew the value 
of that winning ribbon or bowl. Time was, even other beekeepers 
appreciated the time and effort (and learning experience) it took to 
produce a superb product. 

Time was, even county fairs needed two judges and lots of dis
play space to accommodate the competition. And time was, those 
in charge didn't need to bribe beekeepers to enter so they could 
sell their honey later at the same event. 

Overall, the number of competitive honey shows, and the num
ber of people who enter them has decreased dramatically in the 
last two decades. No one can argue that. This reflects, of course, 
the steady decline in the number of people who keep bees during 
this same time. Fewer people, fewer entrants. 

Certainly, and fortunately pockets of resistance to this trend 
remain. There are groups that defy the numbers and actually ex
pand some years. But even these, as strong and popular and dy
namic as they are must overcome the same obstacles - fewer en-
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trants, less recognition and increasing 
costs (actual dollars, space, manpower, 
administration and aggravation). 

This feeds on itself, you know. It can 
become a downward spiral - fewer 
people, fewer categories, relaxed rules, 
fewer judges chaos. 

Well, it's not that bad. But there is 
almost no attention to this by the na
tional groups, seldom are there articles 
on the subject in the journals, and op
portunities for judge internships are 
essentially non-existent. 

Some Ag commodities still have 
strong, competitive shows, fueled by 4-
H primarily but they have other inputs 
as well. Overall though, according to 
many sources in the Ag community the 
scope of all of these is shallower and 
narrower than 20 years ago. 

Proponents of competitive honey 
shows point out that it is still an admi
rable goal to produce the perfect jar of 
honey - clean, filled correctly, pleasant 
taste, correct proportions of solids and 
water and consistent across at least 
three jars. A product of such high qual
ity, they argue should be the goal of ev
ery beekeeper who provides product for 
the public. A perfect jar, everytime. 

Others, however, point out that the 
marketplace and ever increasing regu
lations have forced consistency, clean
liness standards and legal minimums 
upon those who produce for the public. 
Pride and discipline have been replaced 
by rules and regulations. 

Striving for perfection, reaching for 
the top and knowing the what, why and 
how to do that are skills every beekeeper 
should be aware of, and a competitive 
honey show is the only opportunity to 
test those skills, proponents claim. No 
argument there. 

Continued on Page 62 

No Man Is 
An Island; 
Honey Shows 
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JUNE - REGIONAL HONEY PRICE REPORT 

~~'~ 

Region 8 
Prices up across the board th is 
month, especially wholesale. 30% 
Winter losses reported. with queen 
problems and starvation the main 
reaso ns. Demand only steady so 
far. 

Region .9 
Bulk and pail prices up, retail and 
wholesale prices steady. Demand 
preny srrong. Winter losses aver
age about 14%. colony numbers 
down through, and condition only 

average . 

Region I 
Bulk prices up, pails down, retail 
and wholesale steady. D emand 
about average. Winter losses aver
aged about 46%, mostl y weather 
related, and colony numbers are 
dcwn. 

• , .,, . ~ Region 10 
Prices steady across the board, bul 
demand increasing. Winter losses 
average 30%, w ith resistant mites 
and starvation the main reasons. 

Region 2 
Bulk steady, pail s, wholesale and 
retail down a bit. Demand up j ust 
a tad. Wimer losses averaged 40%. 
weather the main cause. Colonies 
about average condition now. 

Region 3 
Bulk pri ces up, pail s and retail 
steady, wholesale up. Winter losses 
averaged 30 %, with weather the 
biggest problem. Good condition 
now. 

1 2 3 

Region 4 
Bulk. pai ls, and wholesale steady, 
but retail prices cl imbing. Winter 

losses average about 30%, with dry 
Fall and cold Winter the primary 
causes. Fair to strong now, but 
numbers are down. 

Region 5 
Prices steady across the board. 
Winter losses spotty. but average 
only 15%, miles resistant to con
trols the only reason. Demand in
creasing. 

Reporting Regions 
4 5 6 7 8 

Extracted honey sold bulk to Packers or Processors 

Wholesale Bulk 
55 gal. Light 1.32 1.50 1.32 1.25 1.40 1.45 1.48 1.32 
55 gal. Amber 1.15 1.65 1.25 1.23 1.30 1.35 1.43 1.35 
60# Light (retail) 87.17 86.69 75.00 84.50 85.00 110.00 94.25 95.00 
60# Amber (retail) 78.75 81.94 70.00 82.75 80.00 90.50 91.40 86.67 

Wholesale Case Lots 

1/2# 24's 37.20 32.58 54.99 33.95 54.99 45.20 47.55 54.99 
1# 24's 53.44 49.38 48.00 46.56 48.56 54.00 53.58 57.64 
2# 12's 48.37 41.39 48.00 45.77 49.97 41.00 46.86 52.44 
12 oz. Ptas. 24 ·s 45.49 39.10 48.00 42.79 47.49 45.00 43.96 48.10 
5#6's 55.11 45.29 58.50 46.68 54.30 50.25 50.63 60.00 
Quarts 12's (NEW) 57.50 72.12 72.00 62.54 68.13 81 .00 72.24 59.40 
Pints 12's (NEW) 38.00 37.35 58.63 34.10 58.63 46.50 53.56 42.90 

Retail Honey Prices 

1/2# 2.25 1.81 2.49 2.38 1.69 1.65 1.97 2.49 
12 oz. Plastic 2.63 2.53 2.95 2.60 3.10 2.95 2.67 3.15 
1 lb. Glass 3.31 2.89 3.10 3.34 2.96 3.25 3.23 4.23 
2 lb. Glass 5.89 4.71 4.75 5.44 5.99 5.95 5.44 5.81 
Pint (NEW) 5.75 4.50 4.99 4.38 5.66 5.16 4.57 4.82 
Quart (NEW) 8.63 6.45 9.50 6.40 10.51 8.97 7.52 7.58 
5 lb. Glass 12.32 10.02 8.50 10.73 10.00 11 .00 11.93 15.29 
1# Cream 3.85 3.83 3.00 4.30 4.01 3.83 3.41 5.15 
1# Comb 4.17 4.30 3.95 4.65 4.68 4.00 4.37 4.68 
Ross Round 3.58 3.45 3.60 4.53 4.39 3.75 4.33 4.00 
Wax (Light) 2.25 2.55 2.10 1.75 1.20 2.50 2.23 2.50 
Wax (Dark) 1.65 1.60 1.88 1.52 1.10 1.25 1.69 1.85 
Poll. Fee/Col. 42.00 37.33 35.00 38.40 31 .25 45.00 41.38 37.50 

Region 6 
Region 11 

Bulk prices steady. as are whole
sale and retail, but pail prices up. 
W inter losses average 21 %, with 
resistant mites the biggest problem 
by far. Demand only steady so far. 

Prices down across the board - not 
much though. Demand holding 
steady. Winter losses averaged less 
than 10%, with mites the biggest 
problem (at I 0%, not much how
ever) . 

Region 7 Region 12 
Except for pails, prices up across 
the board. Winter losses average 
42% this Winter. Prolonged cold, 
and resistant mites the cause. But 
most col onies in good shape by 
late Spri ng. Dema11d strong, and 
growing. 

Prices up for bulk and pails. steady 
for w holesale and retail. Winter 
losses less than 10%, mites the 
(barely) problem. Some migratory 
operations very different though, 
with losses of 25-80% after mov

ing. 

History 
9 10 11 12 Summary Last Last 

Ranoe Ava. Month Yr. 

1.32 1.52 1.00 1.43 1.00-1.52 1.36 1.34 0.82 
1.25 1.50 1.18 1.15 1.15-1.65 1.32 1.17 0.72 

110.00 80.00 110.00 105.00 75.00-110.00 93.55 92.50 73.02 
87.50 80.00 100.00 90.00 70.00-100.00 84.96 84.62 68.82 

54.99 35.76 44.00 46.82 44.00-54.99 45.25 34.77 35.85 
56.92 60.71 60.30 70.03 46.56-70.03 54.93 53.92 46.74 
55.50 57.84 45.00 60.36 41.00-60.36 49.38 47.62 41.97 
54.00 50.30 48.30 50.64 39.10-54.00 46.93 44.48 38.50 
54.30 50.43 50.00 60.90 45.29-60.90 53.03 54.31 47.66 
72.00 83.40 77.70 82.50 57 .50-83.40 71 .71 69.18 
42.00 60.00 36.00 54.00 34.10-60.00 46.81 47.04 

2.79 1.98 3.02 2.89 1.65-3.02 2.28 2.40 2.22 
3.10 3.17 3.35 3.10 2.53-3.35 2.94 3.07 2.49 
3.56 3.67 4.27 4.16 2.89-4.27 3.50 3.68 3.01 
6.68 6.38 5.60 6.96 4.71-6.96 5.80 5.76 5.00 
4.92 7.36 5.03 9.59 4.38-9.59 5.56 5.39 
7.83 12.07 7.07 8.24 6.40-12.07 8.40 8.29 

13.75 10.58 12.47 13.94 8.50-15.29 11.71 12.05 9.70 
4.39 4.32 5.10 4.18 3.00-5.15 4.11 4.91 4.86 
4.25 4.88 6.28 5.38 3.95-6.28 4.63 4.59 4.62 
4.39 5.00 5.07 4.25 3.45-5.07 4.19 4.31 4.12 
2.00 2.00 2.48 2.33 1.20-2.55 2.07 1.75 2.87 
1.00 1.42 1.95 2.00 1.00-2.00 1.66 1.25 1.44 

20.00 52.00 55.00 34.33 20.00-55.00 39.10 42.23 35.77 
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RESEARCH REVIEWED 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Explaining • Defining • Using 
Steve Sheppard ----------------------

For a typical honey bee colony 
to thrive, thousands of workers are 
involved in the collection of materi
als from outside the hive. The in
teractions between these foragers 
and the within-hive work force func
tion to provide feedback and control 
of many aspects of foraging activ
ity.* The decision-making process of 
individual foragers at work "in the 
field" is a lso of interest to honey 
bee researchers. The general idea, 
e.g. in the case of nectar collection, 
is that individual foragers have an 
internal "threshold" and, as long as 
a nectar source being exploited is 
of sufficient quality, the forager will 
continue to use the same source. 
Once the reward from the foraging 
activity drops below the "threshold", 
the forager will abandon the source. 
However, due to the unique genetic 
mix that occurs in a honey bee 
colony, a question arises over 
whether the same "threshold" is 
shared by all foragers. Recall that a 
queen honey bee mates with nu
merous males and then uses the 
sperm throughout her reproductive 
life. Thus, a honey bee colony can 
be seen as a collection of "subfami
lies," groups of workers sharing the 
same mother but having different 
fathers. This opens the possibility 
that the genetically variable forag
ers from different subfamilies could 
have different foraging quality 
thresholds, something that could 
affect the overall foraging efficiency 
of the colony. In a very interesting 
study, Madeleine Beekman and col
leagues (2003) investigated the ef
fect of subfamily differences within 
a colony on the rate of "abandon
ment" of food sources that declined 
in quality through time. 

To set up the experiments, the 
researchers first produced four dif
ferent families of honey bees. This 
was done by artificially inseminat
ing four unrelated queens each with 
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"Stubborn as a . .. bee?" 

semen from a single (and unrelated) 
drone. Sealed brood produced from 
these four queens was allowed 
emerge in an incubator and 1500 
young workers of each group were 
paint marked and united with a 
queen to form a colony of about 
6,000 workers. Note that, in this 
case, different mothers and fathers 
were used to produce each family 
group to maximize the genetic dif
ferences in the experimental hive. 
In a typical colony, the workers 
share the same mother and the 
subfamilies result from genetic dif
ferences contributed by various fa
thers. The subsequent experiments 
were run when the painted workers 
were 11 to 16 days old. The colony 
was placed in a location with little 
natural forage and the bees were 
trained to forage at two artificial 
feeders containing heavy sugar 
syrup (684g sucrose in one liter of 
water). The feeders were each lo
cated 100m from the hive but in 
opposite directions. The training 
period lasted one week and all for
agers at the feeding stations were 
marked with individual numbered 
tags. On the day of an experiment, 
once feeding commenced, one of the 
feeders was maintained with syrup 
at the original concentration and 
other was refilled with syrup of re
duced concentration. After a 10 
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minute break, the identity of the 
foragers (via the numbered tags and 
colored markings) at the feeder was 
recorded for 30 minutes at both sta
tions. This procedure was repeated 
through decreasing concentrations 
of syrup until the final test of the 
day was run with the experimental 
feeder containing syrup that was 
only 25% the concentration of the 
control. The experiment was re
peated on four different days. A for
ager was considered to have "aban
doned" the feeder during a session 
when it was no longer seen and was 
not seen (more than once) in later 
sessions. 

The analyzed results showed 
that there was "n o significant 
change in family composition be
tween the control feeder and experi
mental feeder" during the course of 
the experiments. The researchers 
reported that the finding of no dif
ference in abandonment rate be
tween the four genetically distinct 
families u sed in this study was sur
prising, given that numerous other 
foraging behaviors are known to ex
hibit subfamily genetic variability. 
The researchers also expressed 
some surprise that the actual rate 
of abandonment was very low. Thus, 
even when the syrup concentration 
was reduced to 25% of the original 
level - more than 50% of the forag
ers continued to visit the feeder. 
Conversely, som e foragers even 
abandoned the control feeder, al
though its sugar concentration re
mained high. In their discussion, 
Beekman and colleagues provide 
insight into how new hypotheses 
can arise from con sideration of sur
prising or unexpected results. The 
researchers reflect on how honey 
bee colonies "exist in a n ever
ch anging environment" ... nectar 
sources come and go and what has 
been "depleted today may be replen
ished tomorrow." The researchers 

Continued on Next Page 
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consider their results to be compat
ible with a model that .supports the 
maintenance of overall colony for
aging efficiency. Thus, in the case 
of apparently profitable sources, the 
abandonment of the resource by 
some foragers would permit the 
colony to continue to scout and po
tentially find even richer sources of 
forage. The strategy of having some 
foragers continue to visit food 
sources that have become less prof
itable, provides a mechanism 
whereby the location information is 
retained by the colony and, if the 
resource again becomes profitable, 
these bees can quickly recruit new 
foragers to the old location . The 
authors consider that these "faith
ful" bees can be seen to represent 
the memory of the colony. Perhaps 
the old adage "stubborn as a mule" 
could be updated to "stubborn as a 
non-abandoning honey bee" O.k., 
so it does not roll so smoothly off 
the tongue, but how many more 
people work with bees than with 
mules these days? lsl!l 

Reference: 
Beekman, M. , B. P. Oldroyd and M. 

R. Myerscough. 2003. Sticking to 
their choice - honey bee subfamilies 
abandon declining food sources at a 
slow but uniform rate. Ecological En
tomology 28:233-238. 

*Dr. Tom Seeley beaut ifully de
scribes the integration of colony "needs" 
and overall foraging activity in his book, 
The Wisdom of the Hive (1995), Harvard 
University Press. 

Dr. W. Steve Sheppard, Thurber 
Chair, Department of Entomology, Wash
ington State University, Pullman WA 
99164-6382, shepp@m.ail.wsu.edu, 

http:/ I apis. wsu. edu 
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6-5/8 & 5-11/16 Com. Supers $4.20 / Budget $3.95 
5 Frame Com. Nuc Boxes $6.25 I Budget $4.75 
9-1/8 #1 Frames $.44 / All other sizes $.42 
1-3/4 Cleats $.17, Bottom Bars $.10. 
Top Bars $.18, End Bars $.10. Cedar Migratory lids 
$6.00, Cedar Reversible Bottoms $6.00 
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PIERCE ELECTRIC 
UNCAPPING KNIFE 

Patented adjustable thermostat, blade now wound 
hotter at point end, guaranteed for one year. 

(115 volt) 3-wire cord (220 volt) DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

PIERCE MFG. CO. 2536-A E. Fender Ave. Fullerton CA 92831 
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BREEDER QUEENS 
Pure SMR - SMR Hybrids - Russian - Carniolan 
Minnesota Hygienic Italian - Cordovan Italian 

All queens are Instrumentally Inseminated 
Selected for mite resistance, hygienic behavior, 

gentleness, and honey production 

Breeder queens - best of the best .... $250 GLENN APIARIES 
Select queens - untested breeders ...... $75 P.O. Box 2737 

Plus $25 shipping - UPS Overnight [Z Fallbrook, CA 92088 
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For all Your Packaging Containers for Packing Honey 
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Call For 
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Fax 515.266.1112 

Elmer C. Lynn, 405 Kimberly Lane, Des Moines, IA 50327 
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Breeder Queens selected In Northern California 

Everything Fed Furnldl~B 

ITALIANS 
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Queens 
1-10 .............................. $11.00 
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25+up ............................... $8.50 

(Plus Postage) 
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8700 Honey Lane Millville, CA 96062 

530-547-3387 FAX 530-547-5327 
JOHN & LORALE 

??? Why use poison in your beehives ?? 

Use Mite Solution 
Double blind studies and thousands of satisfied customers have proven that 

Herbal Jelly applied thru front entrance is all you need 
1 Packet treats 10 hive bodies for 1 year - $18.00 
5 Packets treat 50 hive bodies for 1 year - $75.00 

Concentrated Mite Solution capsules come ready to mix 
1 cup treats 25 hive bodies $11.00; 1 pint $20.00; 1 quart $38.00 

A calm hive works harder. 
Questions? Call 360.225.9631 or email: sltuttle@netzero.net 

Tuttle Apiary Labs, 3030 Lewis River Rd., Woodland, WA 98674 
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T 
oday's beekeeping lesson 
comes from that source of a ll 
wisdom, the Bible, the book 
of Exodus to be exact . You 
remember the dramatic read

ings from your Old Testament, I'm 
sure, the stories of Moses in the 
bulrushes, s lavery in Egypt, the 
burning bush and the 10 plagues, 
crossing the Red Sea, the Golden 
Calf, and of course the climactic 
ston e tablets from Mount Sinai con
taining the Te n Commandments 
upon which western religion, eth
ics, and laws are based . 

Pretty exciting s tuff, except 
the book of Exodus is not its proper 
title. The real, ancient name of this 
mos t stimulating portion of the 
Bible is Shemoth ("Names"), a pe
destrian designation from the book's 
opening line "And these are the names 

" Indeed, it begins with some 
pretty boring language, listing the 
names of the sons of Jacob and 
their households who entered Egypt 
from Israel to join their brother Jo
seph: "And these are the names of the 
sons of Is rael, who came into Egypt 
with Jacob, every man came with his 
household, Rueben, Simeon, Levi, and 
Judah, Jssachar, Zebulun, and Ben
jamin, Dan and Naphtali, Gad and 
Asher." 

I write for a living, and my first 
writing lesson to writer wannabees 
is to grab your readers with a great 
title and s izzling opening line, or 
you've lost the m. Apparently the 
Bible's scribe, a considerably bet
ter and certainly holier writer than 
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Mork Wi nston 

What's In A Name? 

"Our willingness to step up and take 
responsibility in the beekeeping community 
is a substantive part of the legacy we leave 

for the next generation of beekeepers." 

I, didn't take Writing 101, because 
"Exodus" is a better title than 
"Shemoth," and the opening line for 
Shemoth/Exodus is n 't exac tly 
Pulitzer Prize material. 

The great rabbis and sages no
ticed this, too, and spent consider
a ble time a rguing a bout why the 
a ncients called this book 
"Shemoth ," and why the pivotal 
chapter of the most important book 
that ever has been or will be writ
ten begin s by Jjsting names. 

Their wisdom on this issue is 
informative, and provides som e 
things to ponder as we look around 
us at t h e beekeeping community 
today. The answer, the great ones 
tell us, is that the book of Shemoth 
is about the importance of main
taining a good name, about leader
ship and taking personal responsi
bility, and about how individual ac
tions for good or evil will resona te 
for generations, for millennia, for 

ever. 
Events in the beekeeping com

munity today, or even during my life
time with bees, certainly are not of 
the magnitude and drama portrayed 
in Shemoth. The sages recognized 
tha t few of us are surrounded by 
events of great significance, or are 
thrus t into leadership positions on 
issues of overwhelming importance 
for humankind. Yet, the texture of 
personal a nd communa l life 
emerges through the mundane de
cis ions we less-than-Biblical pro
portion individuals make about our 
daily activities, and from the atti
tudes we take towards those around 
us. 
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In that light, our decisions and 
the la nguage we u se to voice our 
opinions become ethically impor
tant. Our willingness to step u p and 
take responsibility in the beekeep
ing community becomes a substan
tive part of the legacy we leave for 
the next generation of beekeepers. 

Do we apiculturists condu ct 
ourselves in ways that would leave 
us with a good name were a Book of 
Bees ever to be written and read by 
our beekeeping descendants? 

The a n swer, of course, is yes 
and no. We, like all human indus
tries a nd endeavors, have stellar 
leaders and poor ones, ethical bee
keepers and those with no shame, 
individuals who step u p and get the 
job done when needed and those 
who are called but do not answer. 

Consider , for example, one bee
keeper cheating another. Yes, it 
does happen, perhaps an experi
en ced beekeeper selling h ives ripe 
with disease to a novice, a producer 
pouring in some corn syrup before 
shipping honey off to the packer, an 
importer blending in some ch eap 
foreign honey contamin ated with il
legal antibiotics, hoping to not get 
caught. 

But con s ider also t h ose who 
help each other out during tough 
times. I recall, for example, the time 
here in Canada when ou r border was 
suddenly closed to importations of 
bees from the United States. Many 
beekeepers who overwintered their 
bees quietly and selfless ly s hook 
packages from th eir own hives to 
help res tock those of their neigh
bors who had counted on importing 

Continued on Next Page 
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"Perhaps we each should conduct a 
personal "legacy test" before speaking up 

at a beekeeping meeting, penning an overly 
strident Jetter to the editor, or 

declining leadership. " 

packages that year. 
Another time a young pra1ne 

beekeeper suddenly passed away, 
leaving his wife and family with a 
thousand colonies to operate. Again 
without fanfare the community 
banded together and ran his bees 
that Summer, taking time from their 
own operations to insure that his 
crop came in a nd his h oney was 
sold . 

Think, too, about the meetings 
we've been at when h ot heads con
demn with extreme rhetoric while 
too many of us s it quietly on the 
sidelines. Once, at a national meet
ing, I saw the President of a bee
keeping organization rip the hide off 
of a government employee on an is
sue that the employee himself was 
not even involved in. Ironically, this 
particular employee had recently 
and quietly passed on some confi
dential and important information 
to beekeepers, at considerable risk 
to his own job. He had becom e 
aware of some unethical behavior 
going on at a high er level of govern
ment that would have had negative 
impact on beekeeping if allowed to 
continue. 

A few of us were shocked a t the 
inappropriate a ttack on a pr incipled 
individual, who was being incor
rectly portrayed as the stereotyped 
government employee: lazy, inept, 
and a parasite on our industry. 
Some spoke up in his defen se, but 
most were s ilent. 

Where, I thought, were the 
p eacemakers? Communities have 
overt and subtle ways of containing 
and marginalizing those whose val
u es a re destructive. Yet , the 
organization's leader was not 
reigned in then, or later. Would our 
communal name in the Book of Bees 
have been an exemplary one if the 
scribes wrote about this incident, 
or would those who remained silent 
h ave besmirch ed our good names for 
generations to come? 

The strength of a good name in 
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beekeeping was emphasized for me 
during the contentiou s discussions 
a bout closing the Canadian border 
to importations in 1987 I was rela
tively new to the beekeeping scene 
in Canada, and still learnin g about 
who were the players and who had 
the respect of the community. 

My personal distance from Cana
dian beekeeping history provided an 
unusual perspective on those delibera
tions. What struck me throughout the 
long meetings and impassioned 
speeches was how often the ''family 
name" was invoked to provide legiti
macy and substance to a speaker's 
points. 

Speaker after speaker rose to 
state their opinions at meetings 
across the country, frequently be
ginning a speech with "My family has 
kept bees here in Canada for three 
generations .," or "I have been a 
beekeeper all my life, my father was a 
beekeeper, and my grandfather, too." 
No matter what the opinion con
cerning border closing, pro or con, 
the family name was invoked re
peatedly, elevating th ese speakers 
to a more substantive status than 
recent interlopers into the beekeep
ing world. 

The family name provided an 
entree into respectful attention by 
audiences, but it did not guarantee 
that esteem would continue. I also 
observed overly strident, argumen
tative, a.I)d manipulative leaders in 
the commun ity become gradu ally 
marginalized, in spite of their lead
ership positions and the respected 
histories of their families. Your 
name, I learned, might bring atten
tion when you a pproach the micro
phdne, but what you say and how 
you behave after the family history 
has been invoked determine 
whether your n ame is respected 
once you step down from the po
dium. 

Another illuminati n g lesson 
from the Book of Shemoth is that 
we should answer when our names 
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are called. Moses, you recall, was a 
reluctant prophet, but eventu ally, 
albeit reluctantly, picked up the 
mantle of leadership. 

I'm reminded of the awkward 
transitions at the end of beekeep
ing associations' business meet 
ings. You know those moments well; 
it's nomination time for President, 
Secretary, or Treasurer. Uncomfort
able, calcula ting glances bounce 
around the room, each potential 
candidate hoping that one of the 
others will break down first and say 
yes. 

Our "good names" a re enhanced 
by saying yes when it's our time to 
lead , but the flip side to agreeing is 
that many a well-earned reputation 
has been diminished by not step
ping down when our time to lead h as 
ended. 

Leaders who overstay their wel
come are as damaging to organiza
tions as potential leaders who never 
heed the call. The good judgment to 
know when to step up and when to 
step back is a crucial component of 
good character. 

I have always been impressed, 
and moved, by the practice of some 
beekeeping organizations at their 
annual m eetings to read off the 
names of th eir members who passed 
away during the previous year, and 
to observe a moment of silence to 
reflect on our individual memories 
of recently departed members. 

These final moments full of 
memories for good or bad seal what
ever legacy th e departed has left 
behind. They provide a potent re
minder of the power we each hold 
while a live to enh a nce or detract 
from our good names. 

Perhaps we each should con
duct a personal "legacy test" before 
speaking u p at a beekeeping meet
in g, penning an overly striden t let
ter to the editor, or declining lead
ership. We s h ould ask ourselves 
whether our tone and con tent will 
enhance or detract from our good 
name, and whether we are em brac
ing or fleeing from our responsibil
ity to work towards positive, con
structive actions within the apicul
tural community. 

The sages were right; nothing 
is more compelling, or important, 
than the listing of names. m 

Mark Winston is a Professor at Simon 
Fraser University, Burnaby, B.C. Canada. 
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Using 
Acid 

Liquid Formic 
For Mite Control 

Malcolm T. Sanford-------------- -

"The 'soft chemical ' formic acid is presently used in 
several countries in Europe as well as Canada and New 
Zealand, in the continuing struggle to control mites in 

honey bee colonies." 

I 
n the April 2003 edition of Bee Culture, Editor 
Kim Flottum says h e fails to under stand the 
situ a tion surrounding the use of liquid formic 
acid for mite control. Although beekeepers do 

many things that are potentially dangerous to their 
health, Mr. Flottum says, the use of a somewhat be
nign substance, like formic acid, seems to be s ingled 
out by regulators as a special case. One of the reasons 
for this is that no specific label exists, the standard 
that regulatory officials u se when determining pesti
cide use. According to pesticide regulations, now found 
as Tit le 7 of th e U.S. Code, any chemical that is in
tended to con trol pests is by default a pesticide. Ac
cording to Mr. Bill Ruzicka, "Using formic acid is simi
lar to using Borax or Baking Soda to kill ants; neither 
is registered as a pesticide. It is your right and your 
decision to use acid. Advising someone else to u se an 
unregistered pesticide is illegal on US soil ."1 Mean
while he says that unless the American beekeeping 
federation, or some other entity registers the generic 
use of liquid formic acid, the U.S. beekeeper will in all 
probability n ever see its registration. 

The "soft ch emical" formic acid is presently used 
in several countries in Europe2 as well as Canada3 and 
New Zealand,4 in the continuing struggle to control 
mites in honey bee colonies. Formic acid appears to be 
a good candidate because it is a relatively small com
pound with a molecular weight of 46.03, which may be 
res ponsible for reports that it can penetrate brood 
cappings and kill mites sealed in the cell (Mr. Ruzicka 
says it actually must be brushed on the cappings to be 
effective). It is also found naturally in many, but not 

1Mitegone World Wide Web site, accessed April 18, 2003 <http://www.mltegone.com/forms/ 
Legallty%20of%20Acid%20and%20Availablllty.pdf> 

2Apiservices Mega World Wide Web site. accessed April 11, 2003< <http://www.beekeeping.com/ 
articles/us/formic_acid.htm > 

3Allen Dick's World Wide Web Site, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.internode.neVhoneybee/ 
Formlc/cdnformiclbl.htm > 

4New Zealand Beekeepers Association World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http:// 
www.nba.org.nz/varroa/Formic-acid-guideline.PDF> 

all, honey types. Finally, formic acid is known to con
trol populations of both the in ternal tracheal mite 
(Acarapis woodi} and the external, exotic Asian mite , 
Varroa destructor. Most chemicals currently in use are 
effective against only one or th e other of these honey 
bee parasites and cannot kill mites that are protected 
inside capped brood cells. 

Several reasons exist for lack of a liquid formic 
acid la bel, including the fact that no commercial entity 
is expected to undertake the exten sive testing neces
sary to bring the material to market. The liquid cannot 
be patented and is already manufactured and available 
for a number of uses. 5 Therefore, exclusively manufac
turing and/or marketing it strictly for a beekeeping use 
has limited commercial appeal. Formulations that in
corporate the liquid into self-delivery devices are in 
the regulatory pipeline in the United States and could 
be a pproved in the future. These are considered supe
rior to the liquid acid because they would be easier 
and safer to handle, but their manufacture has been 
plagued with problems and they are sure to be more 
expensive than u sing the liquid itself. 

Formic acid is employed as a fumigant and, there
fore, must reach all bees in the vapor state. In addi
tion , because it affects tracheal mites as well, mol
ecules must also be delivered inside the bee's tracheal 
(breathing} system . Delivery of chemicals through fu
migation to honey bee hives is much less reliable than 
molecules delivered on plastic strips. A reason for this 
is that the liquid mus t first be evaporated (a tempera
ture-dependent process} before it becomes effective. 
The ideal a m bient temperature for delivery of liquid 
formic acid is between 60°F (16°C) and 80°F (27°C). Since 
honey bees actively regulate the temperature of their 
hive, this presents a complicating variable. Release of 
the material through vaporization is also much less 
r elia ble with reference to dosage than u s ing plastic 

5Louislana State University World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http:// 
www.camd.lsu.edu/msds/flformlc_acid.htm > 
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strips. It is easy to make mistakes. Finally, for full 
effectiveness, formic . acid treatment must often be re
peated several times at fairly short intervals, whereas 
most of the hard chemicals can be applied less fre
quently. 

Another reason for a lack of interest in labeling 
liquid formic acid is that it cannot compete with the 
so-called "hard chemicals" presently labeled for con
trolling mite populations. Both the synthetic pyre
throids, fluvalinate (Apistan®) and flumethrin 
(Bayvarol®), and the organophospate coumaphos 
(CheckMite®) are reported to eliminate in excess of 90 
percent of Varroa mites, the most damaging organism 
in colonies, whereas formic acid only kills around 70 
percent. The same is true for the chemical amitraz, a 
triazapentadiene, which controls both Varroa and tra
cheal mites, but has no label in the United States (mar
keted as Miticure® for a short while before being aban
doned) although in Europe it is marketed as Apivar®. 
These hard chemicals are also easier to apply. They 
are formulated on plastic strips and kill by contact; 
the molecules are distributed by bees' contacting the 
strips. An important consideration is that if liquid for
mic acid is labeled, there is a risk that these other 
hard chemical controls now labeled and legal might no 
longer be supported, and could easily be pulled from 
the market by regulators, making them no longer avail
able to beekeepers. 

A closer examination of the situation reveals that 
the relative advantage that hard chemicals now have 
is becoming less with time. After 10 years of pyrethroid 
use (Apistan® and Bayvarol®). Varroa mites continue 
to become resistant to this class of chemicals in most 
parts of the world. More worrisome is that for the rela
tive new organophosphate, coumaphos (CheckMite+®), 
the time to reach resistence is much shorter (three to 
five years). And it is not certain whether rotation of 
these materials, the classic resistance management 
strategy in agriculture to conserve lethality, will be ef
fective. An alternative hard chemical class to those 
pesticides already in use is not known at the present 
time. If one is found, the likelihood that it would be 
approved is small, and at the very least the application 
process to become a labeled product would consume a 
great deal of time and money. 

Although pyrethroids are considered fairly benign 
to mammalian systems, there is concern that these 
materials accumulate in wax. In addition, there is evi
dence that long-term fluvalinate use has sublethal ef
fects on honey bee colonies that can affect productiv
ity. Far more problematic is the organophosphate called 
coumaphos. Many believe the premature failure (su
persedure) of many commercial queens in the United 
States can be blamed on contamination of th e nest 
with this material. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has targeted the organophosphate class of pesticides 
to be eliminated in the near future under the Food 
Quality Protection Act (FQPA).6 Chemicals in this class 

6Food Quality Protection Act implementation World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http:/ 
/www.ecologlc-lpm.com/menu.html > 

are potent nerve poisons and their long-term use is 
considered a risk not only for the applicator commu
nity, but the food consumer as well. Fortunately, both 
fluvalinate and coumaphos have allowable residues in 
honey and wax, which are not exceeded when using 
the materials according to the label. Both, however, 
also have the capacity to bioaccumulate in wax over 
time, setting t he stage for contamination of beeswax, 
which is routinely recycled in beekeeping operations. 
An increasing amount of beeswax is already suspect, 
and no longer considered suitable either for cosmetic 
use or to give back to the bees as foundation to pro
duce more comb. Honey is considered somewhat safe 
from residues in that the active ingredients are soluble 
in fats, not water. 

Residues and risks, however, are not confined to 
the above labeled formulations. Unfortunately, there 
is a large body of anecdotal evidence that many bee
keepers are usin g the active ingredients fluvalinate , 
amitraz and coumaphos in unregistered and illegal for
mulations in spite of information that this activity can 
result in the long-run in unacceptable residues, a 
"smoking gun" for regulators and consumers (the 
press). A sign of this is that Varroa mites in the United 
States have become resistant to amitraz, a material 
that except for a very short time, has had no Label. 
Should substantial amounts of these chemicals be 
found in honey, there exists the real possibility they 
will be Lost to beekeeping use. 

A recent example of the risks beekeepers run by 
using unlabeled materials is rejection at ports of entry 
of large amounts of Chinese honey contaminated with 
the antibiotic chloramphenicol. This was first discov
ered in the United Kingdom and then the Canadian 
Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). This produced a regu
latory furor, and a lso was in part responsible for a 
worldwide shortage of honey, causing a price spike. 

Residues can be a problem for any chemical intro
duced into a beehive. Formic acid, however, is found 
n aturally occurring in many (though not all) honey. 
Because it is a simple molecule, it also will not 
bioaccumulate permanently in wax and honey. Over 
time, it is expected to diffuse out of these materials, 
rather than be chemically bound up as are many hard 
chemicals. Formic acid is also exempted from the re
quirement of a tolerance in honey and beeswax by fed
eral regulators.7 All these characteristics make the use 
of liquid formic acid favorable to certify "organic" honey 
production. Whether mites can become resistant to 
formic acid treatment is not clear. Technically this is 
feasible, but so far where the acid has been used for a 
number or years this does not seem to be a concern. 

As noted above, there is considerable risk involved 
in handling liquid formic acid for both honey bee and 
beekeeper alike. 8 It is not a material to take lightly, 
but experience shows that it can be applied safely by 
taking appropriate precautions. 

Most research on formic acid has been accom-

?Environmental Protection Agency Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.epa.govffedrgstr/ 
EPA-PEST/1997/February/Day-05/p2712.htm 

8Occupational and Safety Hazard Agency World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11 , 2003 <http:/ 
/www.osha-slc.gov/SLTC/healthguidelines/formicacid/recognition.html > 
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plished in temperate climates, where the material has 
been found to be relatively effective. A great deal of 
experimentation is needed to determine its effective
ness in subtrqpical and tropical climates. In the final 
analysis, the application parameters must be devel
oped by each beekeeper using the material under lo
cal, specific conditions . Queen and worker bee losses 
are common when the material is not applied correctly.9 

Effective application, therefore, requires a different 
mind set than use of previous materials, where a label 
gives detailed and legal instructions for u se in many 
environments. This also could make formal labeling of 
formic acid in the U.S. much more complex. 

The use of liquid formic acid can be looked at as a 
way to transfer application "risk" from the consuming 
public to the beekeeper. The tradeoff is that beekeep
ers will be much more at risk of harming both them
selves and their bees with inappropriate application, 
while potential product contamination, putting consum
ers at risk, is minimized. Liquid formic acid can be easily 
and legally purchased in several concentrations; 85 per
cent is most common. A concentration of 60 to 65 per
cent is generally recommended for beekeeping use and 
so it will often be necessary for users to acquire suffi
cient education and experience to dilute the material 
to the proper level. 

A number of devices have been developed to vapor
ize liquid formic acid in bee colonies . 10 The 
Nassenheider Evaporator, available commercially, has 
received a lot of exposure. 11 Do-it-yourself evaporators 

9Canadlan Honey Council World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11. 2003 <http:// 
www.honeycouncil.ca/currie02.html> 

10Swlenty Corporation World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.swienty.com/ 
engeisk/varroa.html> 

11 Dave Cushman's World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://website.llneone.neV 
-dave.cushman/nassentesl.hlml > 

can also be made. 12 

In th e Americas, the Canadians h ave developed 
some effective devices. The Ontario Beekeepers Asso
ciation has produced a system using a material called 
Homsote (Tentest Board) in Ziplock® plastic bags. 13 Mr. 
Bill Ruzicka has also developed a product using spe
cific evaporator pads. His MiteGone® system is "as
tonishingly simple," and the cost is very low. He is 
looking for cooperators and already has an international 
list of associates published on his World Wide Web 
site, which also distributes .educational materials in 
various formats. 14 

The Canadian beekeeper Allen Dick on his instruc
tive World Wide Web site discu sses in great detail his 
experiences with formic acid .15 He concludes: "This 
article is an attempt to bring information forward with
out any judgment of the claims of the originators. One 
of its strongest points is the lack of harmful residues 
in honey and wax. Its major drawback is that treating 
with formic involves handling of a dangerous sub
stance." On the horizon, Mr. Dick sees another natu
ral substance, oxalic acid, as a strong possibility in 
the future of mite control in honey bee colonies. 16 m 

Dr. Sanford is a former Extension Specialist in Apicultu.re 
at the University of FL. He publishes the APIS newsletter: 
apis.shorturl.com 

12Dave Cushman's World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://webslle.lineone.neV 
-dave.cushman/beesyevap.hlml> 

13Allen Dick's World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.internode.net/honey
bee/Forrnic/slowforrnic.htm> 

14Mltegone World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.mllegone.com> 
15Allen Dick's World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.honeybeeworld.com/ 

formic/default.him> 
16Allen Dick's World Wide Web Page, accessed April 11, 2003 <http://www.honeybeeworld.com/ 

forrnic/default.htm#Oxalic Acid> 
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~RONES 
Iii 

Larry Connor 

Sex among bees is so complicated, so 
filled with random components, that it is 
remarkable it succeeds as often as it does! 

Of the members of the hive, drones are the slow
est to develop from egg to adult. A full 24 days are 
required for drone emergence, compared to up to 16 
days for queens and up to 21 days for workers. Then, 
as adults, drones have the shortest time to live. De
pending on the season and location , 
drones live an average 16 
days as adults , while 
worker bees average 
four to six weeks, and 
queens may live sev
eral years. 

Newly emerged or 
callow drones remain 
within the brood nest 
for several days where 
they are fed by worker 
nurse bees, receiving 
pollen and nectar/ 
honey just like young 
workers. They stop nurse 
bees to beg and receive 
food, but as they age, the 
worker bees are less likely 
to feed them, while the 
drones start to feed them
selves on honey and pollen. 
Their Jives move along a simple 
progression, starting as soft-bodied 
young drones found within the brood 
nest. After their bodies harden they 
move to the outer pollen combs, where they 
can be seen putting their heads into pollen and nectar 
cells to obtain protein and carbohydrates required for 
sexual development prior to mating. Finally, the most 
mature drones are found in the honeycomb (either on 
outside frames in the brood chamber or in the supers), 
where they restock their energy supply during mating 
flights by consuming honey. 

During hive inspections made during the morning, 

when drones do not normally fly, very young drones 
remain relatively impassive if you press a finger against 
them. Older drones react by moving rapidly away from 
your touch. The oldest drones, those that are actively 
flying each afternoon, will often fly when touched. 

It is possible to keep drones in cages made 
with queen excluder material 

and store the cages against 
frames of pollen and nectar. 
If the drones are old, the 
worker bees may not feed 
them, and if there are two 
cages of drones - one con
taining old drones and one 
young drones - th e young 
drones will receive the work
ers' attention, while the old 
drones will be ignored and 
will die of starvation unless 
they are a ble to feed them
selves. 

Eight days after emer
gence the drones begin to 
make orientation flights. 
They also relieve themselves 
of a rectum full of digested 
pollen and nectar - fecal ma-

terial. Young drones, when 
handled by humans, will eject 

milky, murky, and smelly feces, per-
haps as a defensive behavior. The color 

of the feces darkens before the drone def
ecates. (I argue that drones aim for the eyes, since the 
feces are tactically irritating to the skin and sensitive 
membranes; I developed a serious skin allergy from 
daily contact with drone feces). Older drones when 
handled regurgitate clear fluids that are often nectar 
scented. 

Mating flights vary from area to area, but usually 
start between one and four in the afternoon and last 
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for several hours. Exact times differ by bee race, lati
tude, day length, and prior confinement. Drones will 
be observed at the landing board as they leave the hive. 
They are fuele~ with honey or nectar and will fly to a 
drone congregation area where they search with 
other drones for virgin queens. These areas appear to 
develop based on geological features of the landscape 
(fence lines, changes in elevation) and are used year 
after year by drones that have never had contact with 
drones from the prior season. 

Since drones exist to mate with virgin queens, their 
role is sexual. They make many trips during the after
noon to find a queen, returning to refuel with honey 
every 15 or 20 minutes. When there a re few virgin 
queens in an area, drones move from congregation area 
to congregation area, moving further and further away 
from the hive. Drones do not always return to their 
own hive. Within an apiary considerable drone drift is 
evident when marked drones are released, but drones 
also move to colonies in other apiaries, allowing for a 
geographic s hift of several miles. Only a small percent
age of older drones do this; the majority will stay within 
the origin of the parent colony. Multiple drones mate 
with virgin queens before she lays any eggs, and queens 
almost never return for additional mating once they 
have started depositing eggs. (Unmated virgin queens 
confined to a hive by winter or cage, will sometimes 
mate, but the majority do not seem to do this.) 

Sex with a queen means death to the drone. As 
the drone mounts the queen from behind at about 40 
feet in the air, his penis inverts explosively in to her 
median oviduct, expelling sperm as the drone's abdo
men stiffens and shrinks in size and the male bee dies. 
The abdomen becomes quite hard as the penis is ex
pelled, and the thin, membranous penis sometimes 
explodes like a balloon. This is the mating sign bee
keepers report seeing in newly mated queens return
ing at the entrance. Subsequent drones remove the 
penis before they mate with th e queen. 

Queens mate in rapid succession with a series of 
drones. For my discussion , I am using the average 
number of 20 drones per virgin on one or more mating 
flights. However, many virgins undoubtedly mate with 
all 20 males in one afternoon, maybe even one flight, 
providing another meaning to busy little bees. 

Estimates of the number of drones a queen mates 
with range from a low of five to eight to a high of 28 or 
more. I selected 20 because research over the years 
has been shifting th e number upwards and a conser
vative figure is needed when we discu ss the number of 
drones a beekeeper must produce to mate large num
bers of virgins in a short time period. Plus , it is as 
good a number as any right now. 

Mated drones drop to the earth where they decom
pose. Unsuccessful drones return to their own hive or 
may move to any strong colonies where food is plenti
ful and worker bees are tolerant of their entrance. They 
migrate from apiary to apiary, spreading their genes 
(and potential parasites) as they do. Colonies under
going supercedure or accidental death of the queen will 
become quite filled with drones, and may be used as a 
means of measuring drone numbers in a particular area. 
In fact, a strong colony with a caged virgin is my favor
ite place to raise, mature and store drones before use 

Drones take 
mating flights in 

the afternoon, 
but will make 

orientation 
flights in front of 

their colony any 
time it's warm 

enough. 

in mating, and I will detail this in another segment. 

Enough Drones? 
While a healthy drone produces about ten million 

spermatozoa and a virgin queen averages 5.3 to 5. 7 
million spermatozoa in their spermatheca, we must 
never think that one drone produces all the spermato
zoa that one virgin queen requires. In both natural 
and instrumental mating, there are extensive reasons 
why multiple drones must be used to inseminate one 
virgin queen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Not all drones are able to supply large numbers of 
spermatozoa. It appears that spermatozoa counts 
peak between day 12 to day 16 after emergence. 
Also, as described last month, nutrition of the de
veloping drone influences the number of sperma
tozoa, and some drones may be sterile or nearly so 
and still mate with the queen. 
The age of the queen influences the number of 
spermatozoa able to migrate to the spermatheca. 
The number that migrate is lower in old virgin 
queens (those confined to a hive due to poor 
weather). 
Race of the bee stock strongly influences the mi
gration rate; this creates a situation where sper
matozoa from different drones h ave differential 
migration rates. 
Confinement of a queen after mating reduces the 
number of spermatozoa that successfully migrate 
when compared to queens free to roam about a 
colony. 

Mostly, our attempt to provide complete insemi
nation of a virgin queen is complicated with the com
petitive nature of sex in the air, the conditions leading 
up to and following mating, and environmental condi
tions (wind, rain). One study showed that 87 million 
spermatozoa filled the queen's oviducts immediately 
after return to the colony, but only 5.3 million migrated 

Continued on Next Page 
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to the spermatheca. Whatever competitive physical and 
biochemical conditioi:is are present when the queen 
returns to the hive, the spermatozoa of the successful 
drones' are ejected from the queen over 90 percent of 
the time. We know that the migration is not passive; 
that the queen's muscles and chemicals in the sper
matheca and spermathecal gland are involved. Sex 
among bees is so complicated, so filled with random 
components, that it is remarkable it succeeds as often 
as it does! 

Drones and the honey crop 
Traditionally drones are either ignored by beekeep

ers, or considered the enemy because they consume 
the honey crop. Most beekeepers don't think much 
about drones, and rarely h ave, for example, in C.C. 
Miller's Fifty Years Among the Bees, drones are listed in 
the Index only once, that being Drone-laying Queens. 
(In Miller's six-line discussion, readers are advised that 
colonies with drone layers "can be well utilized by unit
ing with a weak colony having a laying queen.") By com
parison, there are three dozen references to queen bees . 

Drones are traditionally seen as a drain on a 
colony's honey production. Yet the presence of drones 
may have possible positive effects. 

1. Colonies only produce drones when forage condi
tions justify, and only in numbers they can sup
port. They may be u sed as an indicator of colony 
conditions. 

2. Efforts to reduce drone production by removing 
drone cell combs inevitably result in the colony 
rebuilding worker-sized cells to produce drones 
when colony conditions so require. 

3. Drones may actually promote nectar production by 
stimulating foragers to go out and gather more 
nectar. They may do this by begging for food from 
workers. 

4. Both drone brood and the drones themselves may 
contribute to the overall metabolism of the hive-
contributing to cluster heat on cold evenings and 
a means of regulating colony mass. Drone brood is 
often at the bottom and edges of th e brood nest, 
where it may serve as a heat source for worker brood. 

5. Drones may be receptacles for nectar from field 
bees that must be relieved of the nectar before they 
return to the field. 

There are other views of drones. Allan Latham, a 
noted commercial beekeeper and queen breeder located 
in Connecticut, wrote1 about the importance of the 
drones as a stimulus to worker bees. I believe he was 
right that drones provide a stimulus, but I think he 
was wrong in thinking it was sexual, since there is no 
evidence of any sexual behavior between worker bees 
and drones. He wrote: 

My own theory - and it may be incorrect - is that 
worker-bees in colonies blessed with numerous drones 

' Allen Latham, Allen La/ham's Bee Book, 1949, Hale Publishing Company, Hapeville, Georgia. 
Page52 

labor more eagerly than those having Jew drones. Is it not 
possible that the mere presence of drones stimulates the 
workers to greater activity? Everyone knows that young 
women spending Summer weeks at the seashore find it 
boring if no men are present. Although the worker-bee is 
an imperfect female, this fact does not preclude the possi
bility that she may be stimulated by the presence of the 
male. At any rate, I have never seen a smaller surplus stored 
in a hive with many drones than in a hive with Jew drones. 
The amount of surplus in a hive is determined by the activ
ity of the working force, and I have always noticed that 
where drones are numerous, the bees. were very active. 

Overlooking any sexist anthropomorphism, 
Latham's observation on the stimulative value of drones 
is valid, and one we need to remember. Rather than 
the sexual component Latham describes, it is likely 
that drones undoubtedly stimulate worker bees by their 
food seeking and other behaviors. 

When asked, commercial beekeepers are hard 
pressed to show me a healthy, queen-right colony that 
contains too many drones. In my Florida work, when I 
needed unrelated drones for instrumental insemina
tion, I asked beekeepers if we cou ld shake a colony 
into a large screen cage furnished with queen excluder 
material on the sides. Workers could be driven off with 
smoke, leaving the drones inside the cage. When com
mercial beekeepers Jet us shake all the drones out of 
colonies they felt were 'loaded' with drones, we usu
ally obtained a very limited number. Perception by bee
keepers of drone abundance and actual counts were 
far apart. 

We are wise to remember that drones are part of a 
normal, healthy, disease- and mite-free colony. Be
cause colonies tolerate drones only when forage con
ditions are good, they are able to invest part of their 
incoming pollen and nectar 'assets' into drone brood 
and eventually drones. When the season is over, drones 
are driven out or prevented from returning from visits 
to mating areas. They often flock to colonies under
going natural queen replacement-supersedure-and 
will remain there only until the queen has finished 
her mating flight(s). 

The absence of drones in one colony, when others 
nearby have drones, is a sign of a queen change, and 
should stimulate the beekeeper to look for an expla
nation. Drones late in the season and over Winter al
most always indicate a queen failure. 

Beekeepers today need to expand their usable 
knowledge of drone production and management as it 
affects queen production. Drones are also part of our 
current Varroa mite management, but I will not dis
cuss that in these articles. 

Next Time 
If a commercial beekeeper has 10,000 new colo

nies and must mate all the virgin queens within a four
week period, how many drones does he/she need to 
produce? Maybe some of his/her queen problems are 
really drone problems! [El!] 

Dr. Lawrence (Larry) Connor is owner of Wicwas Press, New 
Haven, CT where he edits and publishes books on bees and 
beekeeping - LJConnor@nol.com or website www.wicwas.com. 
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MANAGING 
s 

Ter ry Fe hr ----------

A midsummer colony from a 
nuc is different than a 

midsummer overwintered 
colony. Don't treat them 

the same. 

A swarm, as you know, is Nature's way of renewing 
a honey bee colony. In the wild, colonies will die due 
to disease, starvation and queenlessness among other 
reasons so to maintain a healthy population of honey 
bees in an environment those strongest must divide 
to replace those colonies lost. Nature, given opportu
nity, will take care of itself. An intensively managed 
commercial honey production business is no different. 
Colonies are lost annually to disease, starvation, poor 
queens, theft, and a host of other reasons. If a busi
ness is to prosper it must replace those lost colonies. 
A process often called "nucing" or "splitting" is a good 
option to increase a hive count or simply maintain num
bers. 

Splitting stronger colonies to replace colonies pre
viously lost has several tangible fringe benefits. Honey 
bee colonies should have young queens for optimum 
production. Young queens lay sooner in the Spring, 

Cleaning Bench. Super fits over chute, blocks push up frames. 
Collection bucket undemeath. 

more eggs per day and have a better chance of continu
ing through the season without failing. Setting up split 
colonies ensures a young queen will enter the busi
ness. Her higher egg-laying rate will cause the popula
tion to expand rapidly. There is evidence to show tra
cheal mite levels are low in the initial months of a new 
hive. It seems mite loads cannot keep up with bee popu
lation growth. 

Equipment from dead colonies must be checked and 
culled if visible signs of disease are present. Older comb 
has been shown to contain- viruses and spores that 
detract from general colony health. Cell size shrinks 
each generation as brood comb is used, producing 
smaller bees each succeeding generation. It has gen
erally become a rule to replace brood comb every three 
years. By having a system of hive replacement, equip
ment will be brought into the honey house for repair 
and maintenance regularly. Comb can be replaced as 
needed much easier than trying to cull frames in the 
beeyard. Having unhindered access to equipment, with
out bees, makes some of the routine repair and main
tenance so much easier. These are several benefits of 
a systematic replacement regime of hives. 

This may sound somewhat elementary but many of 
us, when raising queens and making splits, do not con-

Get rid of that old black comb. 

sider drones. Virgin queens must have drones in the 
proximity with which to mate before they can return to 
their hive and begin to lay. Drone mother colonies ide
ally will have been selected for genetic superiority and 
should be within a half mile of where nucs are set up. 
Although not ideal, l find setting the nucs in the same 
location of over wintered doubles the most convenient. 
l need only one site for nucs and drone mothers alike 
but robbing, when setting up nucs, must be taken into 
consideration. The drone mothers are within a hun
dred yards of the nucs and mating does occur with high 
percentages of nucs having a laying queen. 

When setting up new hives it is best to do so dur
ing the evening. Temperatures are lower and bees will 

Continued on Next Page 
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Brood chambers ready for bees. 

not immediately fly when released into their new hive. 
Cooler temperatures allow easier handling of bees. 
Adding a mist of water over the bees settles them down 
temporarily. A few hours overnight along with cooler 
temperatures and bees will emerge slowly from their 
entrance in the morning. We want all bees inside their 
hive initially, then to return there once flight begins. 
Unfortunately we do not live in a perfect world; bees do 
drift to other hives after their initial flight, and to a 
lesser extent, subsequent flights. Some drift can be 
eliminated by situating hives around landmarks such 
as trees and bushes or by using different coloured 
equipment (lids and supers). Setting newly established 
hives in a circle with entrances pointed to the outside 
of the circle helps. Despite doing all of the above some 
drift will still occur. 

Having bees move from one hive to another (drift) 
has several detrimental effects. In this particular situ
ation, queens on orientation or mating flights may drift 
to another hive and be immediately lost. A lot of work 
that went into making a split has been wasted if a 
queen is lost. Certainly if disease is present it will be 
spread from hive to hive by drifting bees. 

Once the nucs (one frame of bees and brood plus 
another frame of bees) have been established and 
queen cells placed in them, do not touch these hives 
for three weeks. Disturbance may lower the percent
age of hives with laying queens. After three weeks, I 
re-enter the site to check my new nucs for: laying 
queens. Probably the most satisfying job I do all year, 
look at brood of the new queens. Drifting has been 
mentioned because it is during the initial check of nucs 
that the results of drift are most easily seen. Very of
ten one or two hives in a yard of fifty nucs has a full 
super of bees while most others have two frames of 
bees. The surplus bees of those two full l'l.ives must be 
spread out. Simply find the queen, set her aside, and 
move frames of bees out of the full super to other hives 
less populated. Equalization I call it. It will not take 
long as there are only a couple hives in that situation. 

Record keeping seems to be the bane of most honey 
producers. Keep it simple. It is useful to have each 
new hive marked as to date of creation and genetic 
background of the queen. An electronic labeller and 

small staple gun work well to label a hive. Providing 
the label material is sunlight resistant the label will 
last years (we are only interested in two and a half 
years) and at a glance we can see what queen heads 
each colony. Labelling will only take 15 minutes for 50 
hives and each hive now can be identified as to age, 
mother, and in some cases the drone source for her 
mating. Labelling is best done immediately after queens 
have been checked and before they are moved. This 
label has provided priceless information when select
ing breeding stock over the years. 

Small population colonies with a new queen are 
generally very gentle compared to larger colonies. For 
this reason, it is best to leave the smoker in the truck 
when checking nucs. I use mats on top then a tele
scoping lid. When removing the lid and mat, it is im
perative to be certain all bees from the mat are shaken 
into the hive. Always assume your queen is on the 
equipment in hand if her whereabouts is not known 
for sure. I cannot remember the number of times 
queens have been found crawling on the mat or lid. 
It's the same even if using just a cover, or you have 
inner covers. Carelessness would lose her in the grass 
when checking. 

Each hive has nine frames at this point and since 
the equipment has just been cleaned frames are eas-

Boxes ready to go. Mats on (seen through screens). These hold 
brood and bees. 
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ily moved apart. New queens will almost 
always begin to lay on the frame initially 
given to the hive with brood. Quickly re
move that frame to inspect for eggs and 
brood pattern. If checking after 21 days 
capped brood could be developing. With a 
frame of brood and an additional frame of 
bees making this nuc, queens often be
gin laying on day 12 from placement of a 
10-day queen cell. I have seen them lay
ing in as little as eight days and as long 
as 16 days. Once eggs are found and a 
large laying pattern observed the frame 
is placed back in the hive. All nine frames 
can be pushed to one side of the super 
and a tenth frame added. Extra frames 
can be carried on the truck or more eas
ily use frames from those nucs without 

A circle arrangement for reducing drift and spreading out bees and brood. 

queens. By doing this no bees need to be shaken from 
queenless colonies and stray bees from those queenless 
colonies can be immediately put back to productive use. 

Each beekeeper has their opinion about whether a 
brood super should have nine or 10 frames. The initial 
brood chamber should have ten frames. At one time 
about one percent of my nucs would swarm but in
creasing comb surface by 11 percent (from nine to 10 
frames) over a period of years has been observed to 
eliminate swarms. Of course, this is only part of the 
solution but it seems to have made a difference. Clean 
nine frame equipment will shift during trans port as 
well. Best to add the tenth frame to this hive. 

Once a nuc has been found to have a queen, laying 
an adequate pattern and the lid has been replaced, it 
is ready to be removed from the mating location to a 
Summer building yard. With tight equipment and cool, 
windy weather, moving nucs during daylight is not only 
possible but more enjoyable for those of us not suited 
to working in the dark. We set these nucs in yards of 
40 hives, now four hives to a pallet and treat them 
much like larger production hives. Some entrance re
ducers should be opened for the larger colonies at least 
but most can stay mostly restricted to keep interior 
hive temperature more easily controlled by a small bee 
population. 

Locations for nucs should be somewhat different 
from those locations used for production hives. Pro
duction hives need good Summer forage and can toler
ate less shelter if none is immediately available. Small 
colonies using the Summer honey flow to build popu
lation require shelter and modest forage during the 
Summer. The nuc population will build and if late Sum
mer forage is available surplus honey is not only pos
sible but probable. It can be difficult to find locations 
that will provide late Summer flows but these are best 
for the small split. If that location can be provided, 
enough honey could be produced to pay for the split 
before Winter. What a different economic situation than 
the traditional method of buying bees, producing a crop 
then paying for the bees with their production. Our 
bees are paid for before their main production season. 
The second Summer, the main production season, is 
mostly profit. 

When first moved out to Summer locations, all nucs 
will have queen excluders placed on with the stron-

gest colonies receiving a super. Entrances are opened 
partially to allow more air. Young queens in these units 
will lay prolifically until they have enough brood for 
the available bees to maintain. Egg laying will slow until 
bees begin to emerge. Those emerging bees provide cells 
for our queen to lay but also begin to increase the popu
lation allowing more brood to be maintained. Thus for 
the first five weeks after initial set-up, nucs of this 
size will only produce about two or three full frames of 
brood but with the double effect of emerging bees, brood 
area will grow exponentially thereafter. Eight weeks 
after initial set-up we witness a population explosion. 
By the seventh week all nucs have at least one honey 
super and some will have three on top of the queen 
excluder. If the honey flow is short these late hives 
will miss it but with a late flow considerable honey can 
be harvested. Depending on the year, it may be neces
sary to remove honey twice before early September 
(northern areas) when all supers are removed prior to 
feeding. 

Operating a large number of nucleus colonies has 
many advantages already discussed, in addition to op
erational advantages. Work associated with these min
iature colonies comes when work with the larger pro
duction hives is slow. During June when the large hives 
are building, brood is removed from them to establish 
nucs. While nucs are mating, thirds will be placed on 
the large hives, etc. the workload shifts back and 
forth between the two types of hives. Not until mid
August does the work schedule of the two groups clash, 
when honey should be taken from both types of hives. 
These hives complement each other when scheduling 
labor requirements. 

Management of nucleus colonies is different than 
managing larger colonies. Each colony has unique re
quirements we should cater to for best results. This 
requires a shift in attitude toward bees for some of us. 
If managed properly nucs can be the basis of a highly 
successful business. Populations in single brood cham
ber splits are much smaller than traditional doubles 
and need, again, unique management, for Winter prepa
ration. This will be the basis for the next article. !El!] 

Terry Fehr operates about 1,000 colonies in Gladstone, 
Manitoba. He started with 14 colonies 20 years ago. Nucs are a 
profitable part of his business, and he's uery good at it. 
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N ew H e lp, a 11cl N ew Yards 

New help (Or any for that matter) 
At one point in our lives, my 

brothers, my Dad, and I had nearly 
200 hives. Though there were four 
of us in the project, it a lways 
seemed that there was a shortage 
of help not necessarily good help 
just any help. Cou sins, friends, 
spouses, aunts, other brothers (I 
don't have any sisters), uncles we 
tried them all (or should I say, we 
abused them all?). It was rare to get 
someone out to a bee yard more 
than twice. Working with new - or 
inexperienced h elp - is always an 
event. Be patient with new people in 
the beeyard. We were all new once. 

#1 . It has been my experience. It has 
been my experience that new help 
requires exceptional protective equip
ment having absolutely no holes any
where. Not a single bee can get in to 
do harm to the new helper. Obvi
ously, in addition to high quality 
equipment, this requires the better 
part of a roll of duct tape. How much 
will all this protective equipment cost 
you if you must buy it new? Will the 
new help be worth it? 
#2 It has been my experience. When 
the new helper does get a bee inside 
(and he or she will, sooner or later) , 
they will react in ways ranging from 
the funny to the dangerous. 1 once 
had a new helper scream in pain, drop 
his half of the hive we were loading -
which meant I had to drop my half -
run and stand in the road when he 
beat himself all over. This was a day
light move and cars were traveling the 
road at high speeds. Catching him 
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was like trying to catch a wild ani
mal. 
#3 It has been my experience. Due to 
the great heat that the protective 
clothing generates, new help tires 
quickly. They ponder along, barely able 
to stoop over and the heavy new 
gloves make them especially clumsy. 
Probably the stress of the perceived 
threat working bees is also fatiguing. 
All this fatigue requires water or co
las. If the new help is in the teen 
years, you will need to keep shoving 
hamburgers down him. Add this to 
the cost of the new equipment. 
#4 It has been my experience. Espe
cially with younger new help, there 
is an inflated value attached to the 
task of bee moving. A bee task that I 
would valu e at $10.00, most of my 
new help values at $50.00. It's just a 
generational difference, but when 
added to the cost of quality protec
tive gear, food and drink, new help 
combined with a high per hour rate, 
can be expensive. 

For the foreseeable future, assis-

tance in the bee yard will be a limit
ing factor. As beekeepers age, they 
tend to increasingly cut colony num
bers, but at some point, that does 
not work. All of us will need help in 
our beeyard at some time in the fu
ture. We will always need to find and 
use new labor and it will always come 
with a set of common problems. 

Finding the new yard. 
Much like all the old, bad jokes 

long past, the question "Where does 
a beekeeper put an apiary?" now has 
the truthful answer, "anywhere he/ 
she can" Urbanization and "im
proved" farming practices have made 
getting apiary sites more of a chal
lenge than it once was. In reality, a 
hive or two can probably survive any
where with exceptions being either 
of the arctic poles or in a large body 
of water. The second reality is that 
most hobby beekeep ers put their 
home apiary (or their principle api
ary) in the only spot they h ave . 
So .... why all the discu ssion a bout 

Ten Characteristics of a Good Beeyard Location 

1 . Dependable nectar and pollen flow 
2. De pendable yard accessibility 
3. Constant c lean water availa bility 
4. Good, clear long-term commitment from land owner 
5. Minimal pesticide exposure 
6. Protection from summer heat a nd winte r cold 
7 Minima l danger from wildfires 
8. Good air drainage (no frost pockets), generally flat 
9. Not near other major bee ya rds (bee disease prevention and robbing) 
10. Pleasant scenic surroundings 

BEECULTURE 
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BEEYARD ... Cont. From Pg. 2 9 

finding the "perfect" location? From 
the hobby perspective, it's the prin
ciple of the thing. By· knowing what 
the perfect location should look like, 
you'll be able to rate your own loca
tion. If you could have anything you 
want for an apiary site, 1 would su g
gest the following characteristics - in 
no order of importance. 

Finding a location having all ten 
ch aracteristics listed is only pos
sible for th e heavenly beekeeper 
especially the listin g about minimal 
pesticide exposure. 

Yard accessibility. However, of all the 
listings, one of my long-term favor
ites has always been #2 Depend
able yard accessibility. The amal
gamation of a career's worth of con
versations l've had with land own
ers would go something like this, 
"Well, I don't suppose I would mind 
having some bees on the place. My Dad 
kept bees when I was just a young 
sprout." [Landowner removes cap, 
scratches head and, without mak
ing eye contact with me and pon
ders the next obvious 

New help in 
new suits. 

Once the 
zipper is up, 

both should be 
pretty much 
bullet proof 

Afternoon shade For those of us who 
keep the bees in warm/hot climates, 
h aving aft ernoon shade is great; 
however, it's probably more of a ben
efit to the beekeeper rather than the 
bees. Conversely, having good wind 
breaks for those of us in cool/ cold 
climates is also a good feature -
again mainly for the beekeeper. 

question - where to put 
them?]. "Why don't you put 
them over back behind that 
watermelon field (while 
pointing generally toward 
South America). You can 
put ~em down there by that 
wood line" (which also 
happens to be in the gen
eral direction of South 
America). Then the next 
comment should make 
your hair stand on end, 
"It's always dry over 
there." You name it. I've 
bogged it down (or I know 
someone who has) while 
getting into locations 
that are "never wet" 
There's not much you can 

Mouing to the new beeyard. Is this worth $50? 

really do at that moment. The owner 
is trying to think of a place that is 
never used for anything else. Too 
much of #3 (Constant clean water) 
can be a very bad thing. It's going 
to be hard to find 1- 10 above when 
talking abou t locations that "can 
never be used for anything else" 
But, be careful for what you wish, 
you may get it. If the yard is readily 
accessible to you and your hives, 
then it probably that accessible to 
everyone else, too. 

30 

Neighbors Neighbors are a fact 
of societal existence - you just can't 
get away from them. There's not 
many in the community that don a 
full~length white suit, build a smol
dering fire in a bellows-driven 
smudge pot (which is called a bee 
smoker), cover their face with what 
appears to be part of a NASA outfit, 
reinforces the entire garb with duct 
tape, and then meanders across the 
backyard. Neighbor s notice things 
like that. Try to keep your yard out 
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of your neighbor's sight. Tall shrub
bery is good not only for wind 
breaks, but also for getting the bee's 
landing approach above the heads 
of everything and everybody within 
the community. Try to protect the 
hives from curious kids which are 
little more than baby neighbors. Al
ways avoid property lines for apiary 
sites. Always avoid neighborly dis
putes. Even when you win, you lose. 

Ult imately, finding 
good locations requires 
investigation and good 
luck. Usually, as your 
colony numbers grow 
your reputation as a bee
keeper will grow. ln con -
versations with others, 
always be listening for 
someone suggesting new 
locations. Many times 
one may simply ask a 
land-owner for permis
sion if the location is con
venient to the 
beekeeper's operation. 
Sometimes , the land
owner may ask you to put 
bees on the place if the 
owner has a need for 
supplemental insect pol

lination. I have had good luck here 
in Ohio putting bee yards near oil 
wells. Such locations have year
round access roads that are main
tained by the oil companies and are 
usually in isolated areas. 

The best time to set the yard up 
"When to set the yard up" depends 
on the beekeeper. Practically any 
time of the year is okay for moving 
bees onto a permanent location. In 
the springtime colonies are lightest 
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and easiest to move, but even 
easier, a yard could be established 
using newly hived swarms or newly 
purchased packages of bees. The 
bes t time for setting up a perma
nent yard is not really a beekeeping 
question so much as a beekeeper 
question. 

Hive numbers How many hives can 
be kept in one apiary? Now there's 
a question requiring a common 
sen se answer. I have known of an 
urban beekeeper who kept a couple 
of hives on his roof. To get to the 
"apiary", we had to climb out his 
bathroom window. It wasn't a large 
roof, so by definition it had to be a 
s ma ll a pia ry . Another beekeeper 
kept one hive on his sixth floor bal
cony. Again not a large apiary, but 
it was readily accessible from his 
living room. Generally, a large api
ary in most of the rural continental 
U.S. would be about 25 45 colo
nies. Fewer in a suburban setting 
and, fewer still in an urban setting. 
At what point is per colony produc
tion lowered due to high colony 
numbers? There's no right answer. 
It depends on the nectar and pol
len sources available within the ap
proximately two mile radius of the 
yard, and the productivity of those 
s ources that year. Keep location 
records. After a few seasons, you will 
begin to know the quality of your 
loca tions. Better, you'll be able to 
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predict the productivity of a given 
yard knowing the weather last year, 
and this year. 

Hives should be approximately 
three feet apart and, in large apiar
ies, should have enough space be
tween rows to allow for truck or 
mowers to move around freely. Hive 
stands and pallets are laid out es
sentially the same. Avoid low hang
ing limbs. They snag your veil when 
working bees and snag your face 
while mowing. Keeping hives in nice 
rows is a beekeeper convention. 
Bees can find home easier if colo
nies are staggered about, but such 
an apiary doesn't look very neat. 

SHIPI.Y 'l'DE HES'l'! 
Screened Hive Bottom 

And Innovative 
Pest-Trapping Tray 

As seen in 
Nov. 2002 Bee Culture 
S&C Labesque 
(707) 996-3149 
labesque@vom.com $22 plus shipping 

New he lp a nd new yards It is a fact -
if you keep bees long enough, you 
will need to find new locations. If 
you find new locations, you will -
no doubt - need help to move the 
hives to the new location. If you 
keep bees long enough , you will 
have to find new h elp. That is one 
of the roads of a beekeeper's evolu
tion. m 
Dr. James E. Tew, State Speci.alist, Bee
keeping, The Ohio State University, 
Wooster, OH 44691, 330.263.3684, 
Tew. l @osu.edu; www2.oardc.ohio
s tat e edu/agn i c/bee / ; 
www2. oardc. ohio-state. edu/ bee lab/ 

SAFE HIVE 
- p atented 

Observation hive 
1 ½ Frame $75 - 1 Frame $45 

+ $20 S&H (U.S.A.) 
New 

"Pack - Run and Show" 
Pine Kit - $35 + $10 S&H 

Free Brochure 
Safe Hive 

P.O. Box 91046, Tucson,AZ85752-1046 
Email: Safehivf'llil~ol.com 

SPELL BEE CO. 
Summer Prices 
(After May 15) 

QUEENS 
1-10 $9.00 

11-24 $8.25 
25 - up $5.50 

51 0 Patterson Rd. Ca// or Write For Shipping Information 
Baxley, GA 31513 
912.367.9352, Fax 912.367.7047 

Quality Queens • Dependable Service 

WE'RE SELECTING FOR HYGENIC BEHAVIOR 
Call or Write (530) 865-9562 

FAX (530) 865-7839 
25815 Post Ave., Orland, CA 95963 

Email: heitkomsbees@SISNA.com 

"Member of New World Carniolan Project" . . . 
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INE I 

and the 

E s 
Meeting 

Pe ter Siel ing - -------------------------

I attended my first Eastern Apicultural Society con
ference last year. It was just down the road from me at 
Cornell University and provided a chance to meet people 
and put faces with the columns, articles and books I 
have been reading for years. Besides local bee asso
ciation meetings, it's one of the few places where you 
can find people who enjoy talking about bees. 

This year the EAS conference convenes August 4-8 
at Bowdoin College (pronounced "Bodin") in Brunswick, 
Maine, right on the coast. The picturesque, 110 acre, 
200 year old campus is walking distance from down
town Brunswick. It looks like the perfect place to spend 
a week during the hottest month of the year. The first 
2 ½ days consist of the Short Course. The second 2 ½ 
days continue with conference and workshops as well 
as several social events. 

What a deal! I can expense the trip. We'll put on 
an eight track tape of Barry Manilow singing Weekend 
in New England ("Long rocky beaches, you by the bay ... ") 
and make the 600 mile trip to Maine. My in-laws have 
a cottage in New Hampshire just a few hundred feet 
from the Maine state line. I can surprise them by drop
ping off the kids at their place along with the electric 
guitar and drum set. I talked with Bill Truesdell, hobby 
beekeeper and registrar for the conference. He says 
they'll be serving lobster at the conference so I may 
even persuade my wife to come. If the lobster dinner 
doesn't persuade Nancy, the beach at Brunswick will. 
She grew up near the ocean and has fond memories of 
splashing in the ice cold surf until her parents pulled 
her out, shivering and blue. I dipped my toe in the 
ocean off Maine once. The feeling returned later that 
afternoon. If the ocean is too cool for you, Bowdoin 

College has an Olympic sized pool. Thomas Point Beach 
in Brunswick looks like a nice place for spouses of bee
keepers to spend an afternoon or a day. There is also 
the Maine Maritime Museum to visit, plus the Perry/ 
MacMillan Arctic Museum right at Bowdoin College. 

Here in rural western New York we think of New 
Englanders as people who talk funny and eat meat that 
hasn't been properly field dressed - dishes like clams, 
shrimp, and lobster, the food that looks at you reproach
fully while you eat it. I called some Maine beekeepers 
to find out about the customs, language and which side 
of the road Mainers drive on, as well as how their colo
nies are doing. Fortunately, the language spoken in 
Maine is similar to the English spoken in the rest of 
the United States except for the extreme South and 
West of the country. But even folks from Louisiana 
and Texas can make themselves understood in Maine 
by speaking loudly and slowly. Mainers drive much like 
rural New Yorkers. They take their half of the road out 
of the middle , but are pretty good about moving to the 
right when out of staters are driving towards them. 

Maine is the largest New England state, almost as 
big as the other five New England states combined. 
The population is less than 1.3 million. Compare that 
to the eight million people packed into the southeast 
corner of New York. According to Rick Cooper, presi
dent of the EAS and Maine resident, you can drive 10 
or 15 minutes from the center of any city in Maine and 
find an area rural enough to keep a few colonies with
out upsetting the neighbors. Rick has almost 100 colo
nies and supplies beekeeping equipment and bees to 
other beekeepers in the area as well as teaching bee
keeping classes. 
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Memorial Hall (photo by James Marshall) 

Beekeeping in Maine is similar in most respects 
to beekeeping in the rest of the northern states. Their 
summers typically are short, with the honey season 
running from the first of June to Labor Day. They do 
get some special weather. Hurricanes come up the 
coast, hit Maine, and then turn out to sea. This has 
not been much of a problem recently. Rick Cooper tells 
me the last one, Hurricane Bob, barely achieved wind 
speeds of 90 mph. The coastal plains stay pretty cool 
and windy in the Summer. The morning fog delays bee 
foraging. Inland, above Bangor, the forests don't pro
vide a lot of forage except in logged over a reas where 
raspberries can produce a honey crop. 

Maine's state berry is the blueberry and its state 
insect the honey bee. It's a good combination. So why 
is their state flower a pine cone? Ninety percent of 
lowbush blueberry production comes from Maine, and 
it's still mostly harvested by hand. In western New 
York we have domestic blueberry farms, but only a few 
areas with wild blueberries. I rent a few colonies for 
blueberry pollination here in Bath, NY I tried to im
press Bill Truesdell, who happens to live in Bath, Maine 
with my knowledge of blueberries. He told me we had 
high bush blueberries here. "Oh no," I explained. "Our 
bushes are only two to three feet tall..." imagining I'd 
have to look up at a high bush blueberry. Bill corrected 

Gibson Hall and Bowdoin College Museum of Art (photo by 
Dean Abramson) 

extra income from sales at local gift shops. 
One of the best known honey crops is, not sur

prisingly, blueberry honey. According to Rick, blueberry 
honey is dark and full flavored. Bill Truesdell harvests 
blueberry honey from his colonies, as well as clover 
and purple loosestrife honey later in the season. After 
blueberry honey, raspberry is the second major honey 
producing plant. It yields honey that is light and mild 
in flavor. Large quantities of brambles grow on paper 
company clear cuts in northern Maine. These clear 
cuttings can yield as much as 150 lbs ofraspberry honey 
per colony in a good year. Mid Summer honey crops 
include clover and milkweed, followed by vetch and gold
enrod in late Summer and asters in the Fall. 

Bears are a problem here in upstate New York as 
well as in Maine. The worst bear problems occur in
land, away from the coast. Elaine has had a couple run 
ins. Moving the colonies closer to the house seems to 
have solved the problem. l didn't have the heart to tell 
her about the bear that dumped a honey bucket on my 
neighbor's porch in town. Perhaps New York bears are 
ruder and more aggressive than Maine bears. Honey 
yields can vary d ramatically. Elaine typically harvests 
six to seven supers per hive. Rick has similar results. 
He told me about moving some hives into a field of 
sweet clover. "The sky was full of bees and there was a 

hum that could be heard from a me. Low bush blueberries grow 
to barely one foot in height. 
Blueberry pollination is a big 
business in Maine. 50,000 to 
60,000 colonies are trucked in 
from as far away as Florida, 
Georgia, Carolinas and even 
Arizona to pollinate Maine's 
wild blueberry crop. 

Hubbard Hall (photo by Dean Abramson) hundred yards away." Ten hives 
in that big field yielded a whop
ping four frames of honey. Yes, 
beekeeping in Maine is much 
like beekeeping anywhere. 

Other smaller crops such 
as apples and cranberries also 
require pollination. Some 
people keep bees to improve 
their own crops. Elaine 
Bradbury, a hobby beekeeper, 
maintains six hives on their 
farm to pollinate their gardens 
and small apple and pear or
chard. They get a better yield 
plus the honey provides some 
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Mark your calendar. The 
bees will be busy with golden
rod. They won't need you Aug. 
4-8. You'll need a vacation after 
a hot sweaty Summer, prefer
ably near the ocean. Best of all, 
you can hang out with other bee 
people. [El!] 

Peter Sieling is a hobby bee
keeper getting ready to attend this 
year's EAS leaving from his home in 
Bath, NY. 
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Sp,i1t9 1Jwi1tdili1t9 
a1td Otlco, Q14ostio 
James E Tew -------------------.:n 

Many of you write me concerning various aspects 
of beekeeping. I try to respond to each of you in a timely 
way, but I know I miss some of you. l apologize for 
that. Your correspondence is helpful to me in that it 
keeps me abreast of current beekeeping issues. Though 
you are reading several months after of my writing, one 
of the main things that is on your mind right now is, 
'"Why did my colonies die this past winter?" Most 
of us are now accustomed to exotic explanations like a 
virus vectored by mites, a small hive beetle problem, 
or some remote hive 
chemical contamina
tion. But, I suspect 
most the time, it 
nothing more than 
time-honored Spring 
Dwindling. I ask you 
look at this discus
sion as preparation 
for the 2003-2004 
Winter season rather 
than rehashing the 
past season. 

As I have dis-
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hovering near them; the slippery elm is also in bloom, but, 
strange to say, not a bee hums about it either. The weather 
has been very warm, and there is a cool north wind which 
may account in part of the seeming indifference of the bees 
to the blossoms. Last month, I reported 85 colonies left. Since 
then, one after another, they have been dwindling down, in a 
wonderfully short space of time, and stocks that were called 
fair, having brood on several combs a week ago, are now 
found with only a handful of bees, the brood dead by expo
sure, the unsealed larvae starving and drying up in the cells, 

cussed in previous 
articles, many of us 
- me included -
tends to pine for the 
good ole' days when 
beekeeping was pre
dictable and profit
able. Not like today 

Spring dwindling. Note dysentery on the hive body. 

and there is a general air 
of discouragement all 
about the hives. Some 
colonies bring in a little 
pollen now and then, but 
the great part of them 
seem to have sus
pended work, and the 
bees are loafing idly 
about on the combs. The 
heavy combs of sealed 
stores remain un
touched, and not a cell 
of honey is placed close 
to the brood for immedi
ate use, and every bee 
seems to have stopped 
work. When we open the 
hives, there is no need 
of a smoker, for the 
greater part of the bees 

when beekeeping is unpredictable and frequently un
profitable. If I may, could I present to you, verbatim, a 
discussion on Spring dwindling from some of the past 
glory days of beekeeping? In ABC of Bee Culture1, 1882, 
A.I. Root wrote: 

April 15, 1882 
Today is the 15th of April, and scarcely a bit of pollen has 

been gathered. The buds of the soft maple are open, but for 
some reason which I cannot give, not a bee is to be seen 

to show fight. 

April 25, 1882 

seem too listless to care 

We have now had nearly a week of beautiful weather, 
and the troubles are all over. The bees are at work on the 
maples, and under the influence of new honey and pollen, 
everything is promising. 

From J.B. Bray, Lynnville, TN, March 28, 1879 
Well, I went into winter with about 130 colonies of bees. 

Today, I think I can house all I have left in a ½ bushel mea-
1 Root,A. I. 1882. ABC of Bee Culture. A.I. Root Company. Medina, OH 288pp. 
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DWINDLING ... Cont. From Pg. 35 

sure - yes, I think I could put them in a peck basket. It would 
cost me about $500 -to replace them. What's the matter? 
However, I shall not give up. Can you offer me any consola
tion? I hope you had better luck than I have had. Don't pub
lish this. 

J.B. Bray 

(Note: To put Mr. Bray's situ ation in better per
spective, $500 in 1879 would be equal to about $9100 
in 2003.) 

The primary cure for Spring dwindling in 1879 was 
simply the arrival of warm weather. The primary cure 
for Spring dwindling in 2003 is simply the arrival of 
warm weather - not exactly great advances in hive 
management recommendations during the last 124 
years. 

Some Possible Causes of Spring Dwindling2 

• Poor quantity or quality of Winter stores of honey 
and pollen 
Weak queen that does not overwinter well 
Drafty, damp hive interior 
Colony has 
been weak-

good idea or not. By far, most beekeepers don't provide 
salt to their hive any longer, but I have the following 
comments from you. 

From David S. in Maryland 
In the April Bee Culture - Spring Season on page 51 -

you comment that: "Now, no beekeeper, of whom I am aware, 
feeds salt to their colony." I thought you might be interested in 
the work that has been going on for several years by Dr. Jim 
Amrine of WV and Bob Noel of here in Maryland. Their recipe 
for grease patties includes mineral salt, obtained from a lo
cal feed store. The web page for this is:http:// 
rnoel.50megs.coml2000lpart2.htm 

At the Ohio Tri-County Beekeepers' meeting a year 
ago, Rick B. gave me a pack of "Happy Hive Salts" that 
he had gotten from a beekeeping organization in En
gland. Information included with the packets reported 
that the salts block the cellular transport of oxygen 
through the mites' peritremes (breathing tubes) and is 
harmless to bees and larvae. I know nothing else about 
the product. 

So, while I can't personally comment on the use
fulness of salt in the hive, I can report that in some 
circles, salt is still an important part of the bee keep

ing procedure. 

ened by 
Nosema, 
mites or in
secticides 
Excessive 
drifting has 
occurred be
fore Fall 

"Whj fJil MJ Cofonies fJie 

7his tJasf Winter?" 

Some hive manage
ment questions 
From Grant M. 

I was wondering 
if you would have any 
comments on the 
use of 6-5/8" supers 
as brood nest su
pers. 

Last November, I wrote a comprehensive article on 
the issue of Spring Dwindling (also called Disappear
ing Disease). To review that article, look at: http:// 
www beeculture com/beeculture/months/ 
02nov/02nov2.htm 

As though it was written this past Winter, in 1882, 
Mr. Root said, "Therefore, my friends, I am sorry to say 
that, though you nave hitherto never lost a colony in your 
life, you must not be astonished or disappointed should 
you, some Spring, see all your colonies go down to hand
fuls, in spite of all you can do, and perhaps perish out
right. If I am mistaken, I shall be very glad to know it, but 
I think it will be safest, to base our calculations on the 
assumption, that bee culture, in some respects is a hazard
ous business, even with the most thorough. and careful." 

Salt in the Beehive 
Through the years, on several occasions, I have 

written about the use of small amounts of salt in the 
beehive as a dietary supplement. I don't know if it is a 

' Spring Dwindling. http://www.beecare.com/Feeding/Dwindllng.htm 

Grant, there is no problem using 6-5 / 8" supers for brood 
chambers from a bee management stance. You will need 
to use at least three of these supers to replace two hive 
bodies. If there is a problem it is that you wm have to 
invest about 35% more per colony for purchasing and as
sembling the extra brood body. Howeve,; this size equip
ment is smaller and therefore lighter than a deep hive body. 
As l grower older, that becomes a strong selling point. 

From Laura S. 
I am a novice beekeeper, and while I am having great 

fun, I cannot locate my queens. [I know you have a video and 
much excellent advice on this subject, but somehow .... ] If I 
did, I would probably traumatize the entire colony because it 
would take a bee by bee inspection; probably take hours! 
And then , having located her, I have a hard time killing her, 
and she would doubtless move away while I considered it! 
So, requeening is a major challenge. 

Couldn't a cage be designed that would trap the old 
queen? She will come to kill a newly introduced queen, so if 
the new queen were in a protected cage and the queen could 
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enter but not leave an "entrance" and then after a few hours I 
could let ouUkill the old queen and let the new queen into a 
regular access-release cage ... well, if you have nothing bet
ter to do, I suspect many beginners would appreciate such a 
device. Enjoy the Spring. 

Laura, presently no such capture cage exists. I have 
heard it rumored that a cage is being developed that mimics 
the sounds of rival queens in order to attract the established 
queen to a capture cage - but this device is not yet on the 
market. 

The problem with such cages is that the established 
queen is not normally the antagonist. Worker bees would 
quickly "ball" the cage in an attempt to suffocate the new, 
caged queen. If the new queen stayed in the colony long 
enough, both the resident bees and the established queen 
will become accustomed to her. Sorry, but I don't think it 
would work enough to be worthwhile. 

Finding the queen is difficult and time consuming. You 
will get faster at it, but there will always be times when 
she just gets by you. Any way to use GPS systems? 

From Charles W. 
Good day! I've captured 2 small swarms this Spring from 

my two overwintered colonies, and I'd like to combine them. 
I've read about the technique using a single sheet of news
paper. Should the colony placed on top be provided a means 
to leave the upper super, or should those bees be trapped 

until they eat through the newspaper? 

Charles, leave the top unit confined if possible; how
ever, I suspect it really won't make much difference if there 
is a small upper entrance. The two p arts of the hive being 
combined will diligently work together to remove the pa
per. The paper removal p rocess usually only takes a day 
or so. Good luck. [El!l 

Dr. James E. Tew, State Specialis t, Beekeeping, The 
Ohio State University, Wooster; OH 44691, 330.263.3684, 
Tew. l@osu.edu; http:/ / www2.oardc.ohio-state.edu/ agnic/ 
bee/ ; http:/ / www2.oardc.ohio-sta te.edu/beelab/ 

r-----------------~ 1Simpson's Bee Supply - Distributor of I 
I Ross Rounds® Sundance® I 
I Pollen Trap - $57.50 I 
I Pierco® Plastic I 
I Frames & Foundation : 
I Rings $39.95 /cs 400 Polystyrene Hive I 
I Covers $84 /cs 400 
I Labels $8.50 /roll of 1 oo With Frames - $56.95 I 
I (Please call before pickup- we also ship) 15642 Tiger Valley Road I 
I F.O.8. Danville Weacceptcreditcards Danville, OH43014 I 
I email:cslmpson@knox.net 740.599. 7914 I 
1.h~l,=~m:,:,ie~c~/l!,::~P:.:,:l~=n~t~ ____ .I 
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cf er Yours Today! 
Call or Write 

The A.I. Root Company 

What Do You I<now? 
by Clarence Collison 

• Over 430 Pages in a Huge 8½" x 11 "Format 
• More than 2,250 Questions & Answers 
• Easy-To-Use Fold Flat Cover 
• 17 Chapters covering: Honey Bee relatives, Beekeeping 

Equipment, Colony Organization, Bee Behavior, Anatomy & 
Physiology, Colony Management, Queens, Nectar & Pollen 
Sources, Honey, Diseases & Pests, Pesticides, Pollination, 
Genetics, History and a lot more! 

• Each answer appears at the end of the chapter for easy use 
• Room left especially for notes and comments 
• Over 18 years worth of information, gleaned from one of the 

most popular, long running columns in Bee Culture maga-
zme. 

623 West Liberty Street, Medina, Ohio 44256 $39.9! 
800.289.7668, ext. 3255 U.S. Postage included. Foreign extra. Cat. #Xl05 
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H 
oney bee pollination can 
increase red clover seed 
production. That's the good 
news. The bad news is that 

with declining clover seed prices it 
doesn't pay to hire beekeepers to 
put hives in clover fields. 

That is the conclusion of a 
three season research and 
demonstration project conducted by 
Grey Eagle, Minnesota dairy farmer 
and red clover producer Leland 
Bucholz between 1999 and 2001. 
Tim Venis, an Eagle Bend, 
Minnesota beekeeper, who Winters 
with his bees in California, worked 
with Bucholz on the project. 

"Leland learned that enhanced 
pollination doesn't guarantee profit 
or economic viability. The results 
were positive for yield increase, but 
because of low clover prices and 
hive fees, he h ad a net loss. He 
believes that placing bees near a 
clover field could mean the 
difference between having a crop or 
not having one," reported the 
Minnesota Department of 
Agriculture's (MDA) 2002 
Greenbook. The Greenbook is 
published by MDA's Energy and 
Sustainable Agriculture Program 
which provided funding for Bucholz 
and Venis to conduct the project. 

The somewhat negative 
conclusions of the report over look 
two positive results that were 
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obtained from three years of 
cooperative experimenting between 
Venis and Bucholz. 

Between 1999 and 2001 the 
price Bucholz obtained for red clover 
seed declined from 45 cents per 
pound to 30 cents per pound. During 
that same period Bucholz saw seed 
production in the heavily pollinated 
fields improve dramatically as Venis 
experimented with hive placement. 
In 1999 the fields with bee colonies 
only yielded five pounds more per 
acre than a control field without bee 
colonies. In 2000 that increased to 
50.2 pounds more in the pollinated 
field. By the last year of the project 
the "Bee Test Field" yielded 71 
pounds more than the control field. 
If 2001 prices had been the same 
as those the two previous years 
Bucholz would have actually made 
a small profit by hiring Venis to 
place hives in his clover fields. In 
1998 clover seed sold for $1.00 per 
pound. Those prices would make a 
beekeeper and clover farmer 
relationship very productive. Venis 
held his $30 per hive charge steady 
during the three years. 

The second portion of the project 
that yielded u seful results was that 
seed production improves based on 
where in the clover field hives are 
placed. The Greenbook's conclusion 
that just placing hives on the edge 
of a field may mean the difference 
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between obtaining a seed crop or 
not is hardly borne out by Venis and 
Bucholz' experience. 

"The first year we just put the 
hives on each end of the field ," 
Venis says of the 32 hives placed in 
the 30 acre field. 

T 
hat was the year that the 
Bee Test Field yielded only 
five pounds more than the 
control field. That's a yield 

improvement the Greenbook called 
insignificant. That was also the year 
that Bucholz sat in his flowering 
clover field and counted bee visits 
to flowers . There were five to six 
visits, in a 20 minute period, in the 
Bee Test Field, as compared to three 
to four visits in the control field. 

Initially Tim Venis thought that 
there were enough pollinators for 
the clover. 

"We thought there were already 
so many bee colonies in the 
neighborhood that Leland was 
getting pretty good pollination 
before we came in," Tim says. 

But the five pound increase in 
seed bothered him. Based on his 
experience in the California almond 
and cherry orchards Venis thought 
he could do better. 

"In an almond grove we figure a 
couple hives per acre and we kind 
of spread them out through the 
field," Venis, who runs between 
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1,800 to 2,000 hives, says. "If it's a 
cool day they don't have to fly more 
than a hundred yards to pollinate 
and the orchard is still covered." 

5 
ucholz's clover field never 
had more than just over one 
hive per acre. But the 
second year he and Venis 

tried to approximate the system 
Venis uses in California's orchards. 

"He placed the hives in four 
clusters with each cluster placed 
approximately 1,760 feet apart 
coverin g the entire one-half mile 
length of the field on the east 
perimeter," the 2002 Greenbook 
reports. 

Although there may have been 
other variables, such as weather, 
the leap from a five pound to a 50 
pound per acre improved yield 
strongly suggests that the carefully 
spaced placement resulted in 
improved seed production. 

In 2001 Venis moved the hives 
from the edge of the field. 

"We spread them right down the 
middle of the field," he says. "I saved 
some good strong hives for him and 
then I supered them up and took 
them in and checked them once or 
twice so I didn't drive over the field 
too much and then I'd wait until he 
had the clover harvested before I 
came and pulled them out." 

If seed prices hadn't declined 
the improved production would have 
justified putting the hives in the 
fields. 

Although extension experts who 
discuss placing bee colonies near, 
or in, red clover fields suggest the 
one hive per acre density that Venis 
and Bucholz actually used, Venis is 
convinced he could bump seed 
production up further by going to two 
hives per acre. 

For Bucholz the number of hives 
was limited by the grant funds 
available and, under normal 
circumstances, pure bottom line 
economics. 

"We initially talked about two 
hives per acre and then he figured 
out what he could spend and we 
came up with 32 hives for the field," 
Tim says. "We'd be glad to do it again 
if the farmer could afford it, 
especially if honey prices dropped 
down to 50 cents again. The average 
yield per hive in Minnesota is 70 
pounds. At 50 cents that's 35 dollars 
per hive. I was getting 30 for 
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pollination and I didn't h ave to 
wonder all Summer if I was going to 
get a crop." 

Tim did get a honey crop each 
year from the hives at Bucholz' The 
first year the hives had more 
basswood honey in them than 
clover honey, however. Red clover, 
Tim says, is not a preferred forage 
species during the a ll too short 
season in Central Minnesota. 

"Red clover is hard for bees to 
work," Ven is says. "The flower 
(floret) is too tall." 

Dandelions, sweet clover, white 
Dutch clover, and the multitudes of 
blossoms on the 100 foot tall 
basswoods will draw bees before red 
clover. 

"In a good year though, 
basswood can put 80 pounds on your 
hive," Tim says. "I've seen years 
when I've gone home and told my 
wife the year is a bust and three 
weeks later there's 80 pounds in 
the hive. You can make your crop 
on basswood. You can put in the 
whole crop in a couple of weeks but 
when it's raining and the basswoods 
are blooming the beekeeper is laying 
awake at night." 

I 
n the part of Minnesota where 
the basswoods grow thick and tall 
and farmers like Leland Bucholz 
grow red clover because it builds 

the soil as well as provides cattle 
feed and seed the honey bees are 
leaving, however. 

"I'm not going to put many hives 
in Todd County (where Bucholz 
lives) this year because of the 
hybrid poplar plantations," says 
Venis, who has sold his honey to 
Sioux Bee since 1992. "We moved 
completely out of Douglas County a 
couple years ago. The damage to the 
hives varies every year depending on 
what the cottonwood leaf beetle 
population is and what the 
plantation owners spray. That's part 
of what's so frustrating. We don't 
know where they're spraying, what 
they're spraying or when they're 
spraying. One year it'll be good and 
the next year it won't." 

By moving his bees further east 
Venis has protected them from 
hybrid poplar insecticides and 
extended his honey making season. 
In Todd and Douglas Counties there 
is a heavy goldenrod bloom in 
August but no nectar flow. The 
nectar does flow in the goldenrod 
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Leland Bucholz and his clover (Jan King 
photo) 

to the east in Venis' new beeyards. 
"It must be the soil type," he 

says. 
Although the experiment 

conducted by Venis and Bucholz did 
not result in a resounding success 
and further experimentation is not 
likely to go forward because of the 
expanding hybrid poplar industry 
the lessons from the project should 
not be ignored. Venis believes other 
midwestern c r ops, such as 
sunflower and canola, could benefit 
from p lacing beehives directly in 
them. 

"I know guys who have done it 
in sunflowers," he says. 

Hive rental fees could go a long 
way to adding to the profitability of 
beekeeping and smoothing the 
bumps in the road as prices go up 
and down. 

GETTING GRANTS 
Leland Bucholz was able to 

finance his experiment in red clover 
pollination thanks to funding 
provided by the Minnesota 
Department of Agriculture's Energy 
and Sustainable Agriculture 
Program. ESAP, as it's known, is a 
14 year old program that encourages 
farmers to ask their own research 
questions, to seek out collaborators 
to assist them in answering those 
questions, and than conduct the 
research project on their farm. The 
projects can last up to three years 
and receive up to $25,000 funding. 

Continued on Next. Page 
39 



RED CLOVER ... Cont. From Pg. 39 

Over the years ESAP has awarded 
nearly $2.5 million to over 220 
livestock and crop farmers to 
conduct on farm research and, in 
recent years, marketing research 
projects. 

"The grant program provides a 
unique opportunity for farmers, 
non-profit groups, agricultural 
researchers, and educators across 
t he state to explore ways of 
enhancing the sustainability of a 
wide range of farming systems," 
writes ESAP's 2002 Greenbook, 
which includes summaries of 
existing projects. 

5 
eekeepers have been 
largely absent from "wide 
range of farming systems" 
represented among 

ESAPS grant recipients. 
"The Minnesota Department of 

Agriculture Sustainable Agriculture 
Demonstration Grant Program is 
open to Minnesota beekeepers. 
Several of Minnesota's high value 
crops rely on bees as pollinators and 
there is always a demand for locally 
produced honey," says Mary Hanks, 
director of the ESAP. Hanks 
emphasizes that grants are only 
available to Minnesota producers 
and that, due to a state government 
deficit, funding will be in short 
supply in the next few years. 

There is a federal producer grant 
program run by the USDA under its 
Sustainable Agriculture Research 
and Education (SARE) program, 
however. For thirteen years the 
North Central Region of SARE has 
been giving out grants to farmers 
and ranchers in the Midwest. 

"The Producer Grant Program 
a llows farmers and ranchers to 
identify specific obstacles to more 
economical , environmentally 
friendly , production , and then 
address them," Ken Schneider of 
NCR SARE says. "We take pride in 
funding producer initiated projects 
that can be transferred to other 
farmers as they strive to remain 
viable ." 

In 2003 the North Central 
Region SARE had grants for 
individual producers ofup to $6,000 
and up to $18,000 for groups of three 
or more producers working together. 
In recent years other SARE regions, 
in the west, south, and northeast 
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"We don't know where the~'re 

spra~ing, what the~'re spra~111g or 

when the~'re spra~ing.'' 

have also instituted producer grant 
programs. Although beekeeping 
projects are not common among 
SARE grants they are welcome. 

"Beekeepers certainly are 
eligible for NCR SARE grants. We 
have funded several projects related 
to beekeeping in the past and will 
probably continue funding in the 
future," SARE's Schneider says. 

ESAP and SARE have proposal 
formats that the inexperienced 
grant maker will find easy to fill out. 
SARE and ESAP staff are available 
to assist grant writers prepare their 
proposals. Both emphasize 
collaboration. Collaboration 
between beekeeper Tim Venis and 
dairy farmer Leland Bucholz, which 
also included involvement of a 
County Extension Agent and a 
representative from a seed buying 
company, would be acceptable for a 
SARE producer grant. SARE and 
ESAP both emphasize sharing what 
the producer learns with other 
farmers. That is usually done via an 
on-farm field day each year during 
the grant period. Grant funding 
usually pays for half of most 
expenses, including the producer's 
labor and certain costs for holding 
field days. Generally only one-third 
of capital costs related to the 
project are paid for. 

Here are some tips on writing a 
successful SARE proposal. If you 
Jive in MN the tips are applicable to 
writing an ESAP proposal: 
1. Make sure SARE is the right 

granting program for your 
project. Take a few moments to 
review the proposal guidelines, 
focal areas and evaluation 
criteria in the Call for Proposals 
for your region. 

2. The strongest proposals clearly 
demonstrate that the project 
will be relevant to producers , 
providing practical answers to 
their questions. The bes t way 
to accomplish this goal is to 
involve farmers and growers in 
the planning, design and 
implementation of the project. 

3. Collaborate. SARE encourages 
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projects that examine multiple 
issues simultaneously . To be 
successful, such projects must 
involve a variety of disciplines. 

4. Keep the wr.iting simple . 
Proposals with clear objectives 
and methods are generally the 
most successful. 

5. Have someone proofread your 
proposal. A fresh set of eyes can 
help you identify sections that 
are unclear and catch 
typographical errors. 

6. Follow directions. Every year, 
proposals are disqualified 
because the writer failed to 
follow general format directions 
regarding the number of pages, 
appendices, fonts , spacing etc . 

Al though producer researc h 
projects funded through SARE or 
ESAP are not free to the producer 
the funding a ssistance can go a long 
way towards reducing the risk of an 
experiment that might have long 
term value for the individual farmer, 
as well as others farmers. There is 
no reason why beekeepers with a 
good idea can't h ave access to the 
same benefits. To find out more 
about SARE producer grant funding 
write to your regional SARE office 
or SARE headquarters. 

National Office, Jill Auburn, SARE Director, 
USDA-CSREES Stop 2223, 1400 
Independence Ave. SW, Washington, DC 
20250-2223, 202 .720 .5384; 
jauburn@reeusda.gov 

•North Central Region SARE 13-AActivities 
Bldg. University of NE-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 
68583-0840 402.472.7081 ncrsare@unl.edu 

•Northeast Region SARE University of VT 
Hills Bldg . Burlington, VT 05405-0082 
802.656.0471 nesare@zoo.uvm.edu 

•southern Region SARE (includes Puerto 
Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands} Univ. of GA 
Ag Experiment Station 1109 Experiment St. 
Griffin , GA 30223-1797 770.412.4787 
groland@gaes.griffin.peachnet.edu 

•western Region SARE (includes the Island 
Protectorates) UT State University Plants, 
Soils & Biomet. Dept. Ag Science Bldg., UMC-
4865 Logan, UT 84322-4865 801.797.3537 
wsare@mendel.usu.edu 

Contact ESAP a t 90 West Pla t o 
Blvd., S t. Pa ul , MN 55 107 or vi s it 
www.mda .sta te .rnn.us/esap l§D 
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FIND A 
BE A 

Ann Harman 

It's June and your brand new hive of bees appears 
to be busy. At least bees are flying in and out the 
entrance. But you are a virgin beekeeper - new to the 
hobby of keeping bees. Your main question is - what's 
going on in there? That question is followed by more 
questions: Are my bees doing what they are supposed 
to be doing? How do I know what they are supposed to 
be doing? What if they are not doing what they are 
supposed to be doing? What if they are? 

Calm down. Stop running around and saying "Now 
what?" 

You have many ways of finding guidance through 
your first year of beekeeping. 

Many local beekeepers' associations have short 
courses, some just for a day or two, some for several 
weeks. If you did not attend on e of these, it may be too 
late for this year. But keep it in mind and sign up next 
year. These short courses are usually given during 
January, February and March - well before the start of 
the beekeeping season. 

Local associations frequently have summertime 
field days at a member's apiary. 

Beekeepers love to open hives and discuss bees. A 
field day is an excellent time to ask questions because 
you can point to something instead of trying to describe 
it over the phone to a friend. June, July and August 
are popular times for open-hive field days. Even if you 
have been keeping bees for a year or two, you will learn 
something, even if it is how not to do somethµig. 

Oh. You did not know there were local beekeeping 
associations? You can find these and other useful 

information about 
university, extension and 
inspection on the Bee 
Culture web page, 
www.beeculture.com. Go 
to Who's Who and you 
can find really useful 
information about 
contacts in your state 
(along with a lot of other 
good information). Don't 
be shy - join your local 
and your state 

Mentor 
Mentor 

associations. You will benefit both from the speakers 
at meetings and from the conversation with 
experienced beekeepers. 

Obviously you have a copy of Bee Culture in your 
hands. But do you have a subscription or is this a copy 
someone gave you? Subscriptions to the two 
beekeeping journals are the best way to keep u p with 
new information, new equipment, disease problems and 
solutions, and other important topics. Yes, you can 
explore the Internet but some of the information is 
not edited for accuracy. You, as a virgin beekeeper, will 
have to use some caution in selecting what is worthy 
and what is weird. That can be difficult without guidance. 

More and more local associations are developing 
mentors for beginning beekeepers. This is a great idea 
and should be implemented in all associations. With a 
mentor, you have someone who can guide you, answer 
some questions, a nd perh aps be at your side when 
you inspect your hive. If your local association does 
not have designated mentors, suggest that it adopt the 
plan (then be prepared to participate). Mentors make 
better beekeepers and better beekeepers are precisely 
what are needed. Pollination of home gardens, orchards, 
farmer's crops and wildlife forage is essential for our 
food supply. Hobbyist beekeepers, even those with two 
hives, can improve produ ction in that large foraging 
area surrounding the hives, which, by the way, is abou t 
18,000 acres. 

Now is an excellent time to establish a beekeeping 
library. You do not want to become a slave to your bee 
books but having a good beginning beekeeper's bookshelf 
is truly useful. You will want to start with a good manual 
- a book that will instruct you in the basic skills. You 
may wish to add a book that is basically a reference 
type, one that will answer assorted odd questions about 
bees and beekeeping. Literally thousands of books have 
been written over the centuries about bees and new 
ones are still appearing. The bee equipment catalogs 
all carry an assortment of books. You may wish to ask 
your mentor about which will be of value to you now 
and in the future. 

By t h e way, do you have a nice collection of 
equipment catalogs? Th ey are free. In them you will 
see pictured all sor ts of equipment, some useful, others 
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mere gadgets. But these catalogs will show you what 
you can expect if you wish to expand your beekeeping 
activities. Furthermore, you can budget your expenses 
sin ce the catal(?gs sh ow prices. Catalogs can expand 
your beekeeping vocabulary so that when you hear a bout 
"drone cell foundation" at a beekeepers' meeting you 
will know that it exists and perhaps even what it is 
u sed for. You can find a nice list of equipment suppliers 
in the list of adverti sers, or in the ads, of this 
beekeeping journal. A few phone calls will help you 
enlarge your beekeeping bookshelf. 

For those of you who are fortu n ate to have a 
mentor, here are some hints on obtaining the benefits 
of a mentor without being a complete pest. For that 
all-important question that pops into your head at 
11 :00 PM, have your mentor's e-mail handy. An e-mail 
can be opened and answered during rational hours. As 
you stand there viewin g your busy hive, write down 
your questions. There is no point in phoning to say 
you forgot what you were going to ask. Delivering a 
barrage of questions is probably preferable to making 
six phone calls in one night. Write down the answers 
so you can think them over before asking the same 
question twice. Offer to visit the mentor's hive instead 
of insisting that the mentor visit yours all the time. If 
the mentor's answer to a question seems completely 
off the wall ask politely for an explanation. Perhaps 
you both will understand the problem better. 

And so some years pass and you , no longer the 
virgin beekeeper, decide to become a mentor. How are 
you going to go about t his project in order to be of real 
assistance instead of someone just showing off an 
accumulated pile of information? A mentor helps and 
encourages but does not dictate. 

First of all, think back to the first time you stood 
by your newly acquired bees and how you wondered 
what was going on. Yes, it may be many, many years 
back but the virgin beekeeper you choose to help today 
has just those same questions you had - what is going 
on in there? 

The first thing you , as a mentor, have to realize is 
that beekeeping has its own vocabulary, a separate 
language. But so does any sport or hobby. (Wha t 's a 
first down, a bunt, a leg before wicket? Is an eagle a 
birdie? What's the difference between beating and 
folding?) Anyway, a mentor has to be careful using 
beekeeping jargon - the terms used in beekeeping. A 
good mentor will make certain that the n ew beekeeper 
understands the explanation, the answer to a question. 

Define terms and repeat them if necessary. Be very 
careful in your choice of words. I have heard beekeepers 
refer to supers, meaning brood chambers, and in the 
next breath say it's time to add supers, meaning boxes 
for honey. What is a virgin beekeeper to think with 
this multiple u se of one word? The same for the term 
"swarm box." Is that a box to catch a swarm? I guess 
that, as beekeepers, we really are rather confusing in 
our use of terms. If we have been around long enough 
there is no problem. But the beginning beekeeper cannot 
go to a dictionary and find out just what is being said. 

Mentors, take your beekeeper to association 
meetings and be certain that your virgin beekeeper is 
introduced to experienced beekeepers. During the 
beekeeping season find out if anyone is requeening, 

making splits, moving bees. All of these activities can 
benefit the new beekeeper. 

A mentor may well ask what benefit is obtained 
from being a mentor. Well, it has been said many times 
that the best way to learn is to teach. If you do not 
understand a particular topic you will not be a ble to 
convey a nything to a student. Being a mentor may well 
send you back to the books, particularly after a 
thoughtful question comes from your new beekeeper. 
That is cer tainly a benefit. You now know and 
understand something much better than before. You 
have been made to think about how to do something, 
such as making a nuc, and now know why and where to 
put what so that th e nuc is successful. 

Some of the most important words in teaching are 
- "I don't know." Do not be afraid to say these. But be 
sure to follow with - "Let's find ou t." Now there is a 
good project for both of you. You, the mentor, may look 
through books and make phone calls. Be sure to tell 
your virgin beekeeper what you found out and how you 
found out. Now both of you are all set for the n ext 
question. 

The apprentice system served m a n very well 

"What is the benefit from 
being a Mentor?" 

through the ages. That system gave us great and 
bea utiful buildings . Stone masons taught future stone 
masons. Even in this age of computers, all skills cannot 
come from books. In fact there are times when you 
wis h the computer would read the book so it can figure 
out what you are trying to do. Being a mentor is becoming 
a part of the apprentice system. It works very well in 
beekeeping. Encourage your new beekeeper to become 
a mentor in the future. In that way the art and craft of 
beekeeping will continue. 

New beekeepers - show your appreciation to your 
mentor and to your association who encouraged this 
way of h elping new beekeepers. And mentors-show 
your appreciation to those virgin beekeepers who are 
trying to become good beekeepers. 

Terms That Mentors Understand but Must Be Explained to Beginning Beekeepers 
Super- does not mean "wonderful!" 
Brood- does not mean "think deeply" 
Cell - nothing to do with jail 
Larva - term taught in high school biology but now forgotten 
Pupa - see larva 
Foundation - not cement blocks holding up a house 
Top Bar- not Topless Bar 
Comb-not spelled or pronounced "cone" and does not improve hair 
Excluder- it is perfectly polite to do this 
Rabbet - does not have long ears and fluffy tail 
Bee Escape - not a jailbreak 
Thin Surplus-not an oxymoron 
Queen Cup-not for afternoon tea 
Splits - not a gymnastic term 
Draw Comb - not done with pencil and paper 

Ann Harman goes all over the world mentoring new 
beekeepers and also teaches close to her home in Flint Hill, Va. 
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If you've never thought of bees as humorous, think 
again. Just try spending a couple of hours with 
Jonathan Taylor and Lela Dowling and its difficult not 
to find yourself in stitches. Artists by day, beekeepers 
on the side, these two are the personalities behind 
the cartoons that have graced the pages of Bee Culture 
for the past five years. 

It started in 1996, when Dowling's beekeeping re
search brought her to a Sonoma County Beekeeper's 
Association meeting. At the time, Taylor was writing 
an advice column, "Buzz Beesley," for the association's 
monthly newsletter. Dowling and Taylor hit it off - "we 
had the same twisted sense of humor," Taylor notes -
and started envisioning cartoons for the newsletter. 
"We just had a wonderful rapport," Dowling says. Tay
lor would call her up with an idea for a cartoon, Dowling 
would sketch out her interpretation and send it over 
to him, and inevitably Taylor would be amazed at how 
closely Dowling depicted just what he'd envisioned. A 
few edits later, they'd have the finished product - a 
hilarious cartoon playing on everything from the trials 
and tribulations of adolescent bees to the daily ins 
and outs in the life of a bee. Many of the cartoons poke 
fun at humans more than bees; for example, one in 
which a mother bee tells a father bee "Dear, I really 
think it's time you talk to Junior about the birds and 
the people." 

"It's people who are funny, not necessarily bees," 
says Taylor. 

Taylor has plenty of people and bee experience to 
draw on. After a friend recruited him in 1990 to help 
remove bees from houses, Taylor started keeping the 
bees he removed and, before he knew it, he was hooked. 
For 10 years Taylor ran a bee business - he offered bee 
removal services, pollination services for farmers, and 
of course ran a honey business on the side. "I dealt in 
fear," Taylor says of his bee removal service. He points 
to a survey that listed Americans top fears; insects 
was number three on the list, with bees leading the 
pack. Taylor also did a fair share of educational out
reach - both in addressing the concerns of his clients 
a nd in presenting educational programs at Sonoma 
County schools and fairs. 

Taylor's honey business was successful, but 
"there's only so much honey that people will buy," he 
says. His "Bee Barf' brand definitely caught shoppers' 
attention; one New York businessman was so en
thralled with the funnily named sweet pots that he 
ordered a whole case to be shipped out overnight to 
dispense as gifts for clients. 

Taylor h as shifted his focus onto his woodworking 
and copper sculpture creations. He says that, at times, 
he felt tied down by his beekeeping business. "I'm ba
sically just a lazy guy," Taylor jokes, "and bees don't 
wait for you if you want to take a beach day." 

Dowling has her own beekeeping and cartooning 
history, the latter of which reaches back into her youth. 
"I've been drawing every since I was a kid," she says. 
After college, she spent five years as a comic book art
ist, working with small, independent comic publish
ers. These days her livelihood comes from her work as 
a commercial illustrator - Dowling's portfolio includes 
everything from fantasy illustrations to 2D computer 
animation to, of course, cartoons and characters. 

Dowling's foray into beekeeping began seven years 
ago when a former boyfriend impulsively decided to 
purchase some bees and explore beekeeping. Dowling 
was roped into doing a lot of the research, and soon 
she was a serious hobby beekeeper. For years she's 
kept about 12 hives at lmwalle Gardens, a fruit and 
produce stand close to downtown Santa Rosa. Dowling 
gives the owners honey and pollination services in 
exchange for a happy home for her hives. A recent move 
has put Dowling about half an hour away from her bees, 
so she's now contemplating their future. 

Taylor and Dowling are also together contemplat
ing their cartooning future. The two have plenty of ideas 
for cartoons, bee-related and otherwise. Although they 
haven't published their collaborative efforts outside of 
the beekeeping world, many of their ideas would cer
tainly translate to other audiences. But they both freely 
admit that it's a bee-eat-bee world out their in the 
cartoon publishing business, so for now Taylor and 

Continued on Next Page 
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Dowling are sticking with their be' rt:She 
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THINKING OF GETTING 
INTO BEEKEEPING 

"I NEEDED A RELAXING HOBBY" . . 
1------1 

"I LOOKED FORWARD TO DOING 
SOMETHING NATURAL AND ORGANIC" .. . 

"WHAT A GREAT WAY TO GET -'(!}i 
THE FAMILY TOGETHER". .. / '\. 
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THINKING OF GETTING 
OUT OF BEEKEEPING 

"I NEEDED A RELAXING HOBBY!" 

"AN EN 
AF 

"I LOOKED FORWARD TO DOING 
SOMETHING NATURAL AND ORGANIC!" 

' 

' 

"WHAT A GREAT WAY TO GET 
THE FAWLY TOGETHER!" 

DOCTOR SAYS YOUR 
WIFE HAS STABIUZEO, 
HE' LL SEE YOU NEXT .. . -

LOOK AT MEI 
AND THE PROM IS 

MORROW!. .. 

DAD? THE 
VET SAYS THE 

DOG WILL 
LIVE . . 
I/., 

• 



"I COULD GET RID OF ALL THOSE LUMBER 
SCRAPS PILED AGAINST THE HOUSE" . .. 

II . .. AND USE THAT WASTED 
SPACE IN THE GARAGE" ... 

"THE NEIGHBORS WOULD LOVE IT!" 

HEY, .. 
I BET WE 

COULD _...,.,.....,~-.. 

MAKE OUR 
OWNI'-

WOW, FREE 
HONEY! 

~ •i ,. 
• 

AND 
CANDLES 

TOO! 

"I COULD GET RID OF ALL THOSE LUMBB 
SCRAPS PILEDAGAINST THE HOUSEi" 

A 
S IN THE GARAGE!" 

"THE NEIGHBORS WOULD LOVE IT!" 



Past Pieces 
CJhe 9uiVt6y ~wio~elt: 

!)t ChaVtged cgee~eepiVtg go1teve1t 

On a Saturday a long time ago 
in May 1875, beekeepers said good
bye forever to a beloved friend. That 
person served the beekeeping com
munity for many years through his 
experience, writings, counsel, and 
leadership. As a young man he came 
from humble beginnings, working 
nights in a sawmill to earn enough 
money for his first hive. Neverthe
less he rose to become one of the 
most prominent beekeepers in the 
country. Yet his most admirable and 
endearing quality was his reputa
tion for universal kindness, best 
exemplified by a revealing little in
cident. 

"On the day of his funeral, some 
bare-footed boys had followed down 
the street to the front of the house, 
where one of them turned up a sor
rowful-looking face, and remarked 
to the officiating clergyman: 'I am 
sorry Mr. Quinby is dead;' on being 

asked why, he replied, 'He gave us 
apples, and pears, and sometimes 
grapes.' They then asked if they 
might see him." 

This glimpse into that virtually 
forgotten day comes to us in the 
form of a miracle in itself for it was 
told by Quinby's long-time and 
trusted friend, Captain J. E. 
Hetherington of Cherry Valley, New 
York. Wounded three times in the 
Civil war, incredibly Hetherington 
managed to survive, though his life 
remained in jeopardy for two years. 

Ever since 1 started collecting 
antique beekeeping equipment, 
some 30 years ago, Moses Quinby 
of St. Johnsville, New York has 
been one of my favorite beekeepers 
of the nineteenth century (see Fig
ure 1). In my quest to learn more 
about him, I found one bit of infor
mation in a most unexpected way. 

In 1853, Quinby published the 

Figure 1: A pantheon of beekeepers (and relatives) of the 1800s 
collected together in a arare photographic collage. On the center
right is Reverend L.L. Langstroth, who devised our standard hive 
based on the bee space. Moses Quinby, inventor oft.he bee smoker, 
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is on the center-left. 
Hetherington is 
above Langstroth 
and a little to the 
left. L. C. Root is next 
to Quinby on the 
left. This picture en
compass es many 
more beekeepers, 
but only the middle 
of it is seen here. 
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first edition of his now exception
ally rare book, Mysteries of Beekeep
ing Explained, a book whose haunt
ing title I'm sure had the power to 
draw beekeepers to it - as it did me. 
After a long frustrating search, I fi
nally found a copy of his book, but 
not just any copy. A previous owner, 
who apparently followed Quinby's 
career closely and perhaps even 
knew him, had pasted on the inside 
cover his obituary from a local news
paper. That obituary of course did 
not appear unill 1875, long after the 
book's 1853 publication date. The 
article gave personal details, re
counted Quinby's beekeeping 
achievements, and gave even his 
stance on two compelling social is
sues of h is time. "He was thor
oughly identified with the Anti-sla
very and Temperance movements." 
So I had stumbled upon not just his 
first book, but by an unknown hand, 
one with a summary of his entire 
life, as a person and beekeeper -
all under one cover - how astonish
ing. Admittedly holding such an 
encapsulation of his life was a bit 
chilling and most humbling. 

As we learned in the previous 
article, Quinby's lasting contribu
tion to apiculture was the invention 
of the bellows smoker in a practical 
form. According to his son-in-law, 
L. C. Root (again don't confuse him 
with the Roots of Medina, Ohio) , 
Quinby invents his smoker in 1873. 
In 1874, he advertised it in the 
Gleanings in Bee Culture, (now Bee 
Culture), at the time a fledgling bee 
paper having just started the year 
before. Also in 1874, he advertised 
his smoker in the American Bee Jour-
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Figure 2: An early Quinby smoker. The 
smoker has a solid pipe connection be
tween the bellows and firebox. The round 
hole in the bellows, covered internally by 
a piece of tin, is a one-way air value. 

nal, then a more established peri
odical, having started in 1861, 
though it was not published during 
most of the Civil war. Given the 
advertisement of his smoker and 
presumably its sales distributions, 
something was noticeably absent. 
Quinby did not care to patent his 
smoker, and essentially gave it to 
the beekeepers of the country to 
copy, a sentiment in keeping with 
his philosophy. As Hetherington put 
it, "Whenever he obtained any new 
idea that would benefit others as 
well as himself, it was forthwith 
g iven to all who would receive." 

The Quinby smoker was a huge 
advancement and worked well when 
the beekeeper pumped the bellows. 
However the old bee literature 
voiced a rather common complaint. 
The fire went out when the smoker 
was set down, a problem attributed 
to the lack of draft through the fire
box. From my Quinby smokers, I can 
see how this would happen. The 
earliest one, as sold by him, has a 
solid connecting pipe between the 
bellows and the firebox. While this 
connection gave a stronger blast of 
smoke when the bellows are 
pumped, it prevented a passive 
draft of ai r through the fire when 
the bellows were not operated (see 
Figure 2). 

With the solid connection, an-
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Figure 3: A Quinby smoker as sold by 
L.C. Root. Note the cast iron brackets at
taching the bellows to the firebox. Also 
the lower bracket and the bottom of the 
smoker are made of one piece of iron. Why 
this odd construction? 

other problem can occur. Upon ex
pansion of the bellows, hot air and 
flame can be drawn into them. With 
repeated use, the bellows can be
come scorched and burned on th e 
inside. Apparently Quinby ac
counted for this problem because 
he put a tin valve in t he bellows, 
allowing a one-way airflow to refill 
them. The front board of bellows 
had a circular hole, covered from the 
inside by a small piece of tin that 
could move slightly. When the bel
lows expanded, the tin let in the 
air. Upon compressing the bellows, 
the internal pressure pushed the 
tin against the board, making a seal, 
and forcing the air through the fire
box. 

Since the invention of h is 
smoker came so late in Quinby's 
life, litt le time remained for him to 
improve it. Just look at the brief 
time-line. In 1873, he invented his 
smoker; in 1874, it's advertised for 
sale; in 1875, he passes away. So it 
was left to others to make improve
ments on Quinby's original design, 
one of whic h was L. C. Root, 
Quinby's son -in-law (see Figure 3). 

Although changed somewhat, 
the smoker he sold still bore the 
Quinby name. It appeared on a pa
per label in the circular valve hole 
in the bellows, but instead of tin 
the valve was made of leath er. A 
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Figure 4: The label in the value hole of 
a Quinby smoker. 

close-up of one version of the label 
is seen in Figure 4. L. C. Root also 
addressed the draft problem. Al
though the solid connecting pipe 
appears to remain in Figure 3, it 
actually has a small opening under
neath to let in more air. 

This modified Quinby smoker 
also has some unusual construc
tion features. The upper and lower 
brackets holding the bellows to the 
firebox are made of cast iron. The 
lower bracket and bottom of the 
smoker are even molded from one 
piece of cast iron. For a long time l 
wondered, why this odd construc
tion? My answer came when I found 
a patent issued to L. C. Root on 
March 11, 1879 (see Figure 5). The 
lower bracket is attached to the 
bellows by screws. This construc
tion allowed easy removal of the 
bottom of the smoker including the 
grate for easy cleaning, a feature 
claimed in the patent. Figure 6 
shows one of my Quinby smokers 
disassembled for cleaning. 

Of my three Quinby smokers as 
made by L. C. Root, all have this 
type of constru ction. Furthermore 
it's consistent with the pictures of 
the smoker in bee books, journals 
and supply catalogs. And thus I u se 
its particular construction to help 
identify these rare smokers, espe
cially if their labels are missing. 

Looking carefully a t the Quinby 
smokers shown so far, one sees 
they a re all hot-blast smokers, 

Continued on Next Page 
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Figure 5: The patent issued to L.C. Root in 
1879. Note that the grate (the circular piece 
with the holes), along with the bottom of the 
smoker, and the lower bracket are all one piece. 
This patent revealed why the smoker had such 
an unusual construction. 

where the air blows directly through 
the fire , making a hot blast of 
smoke. As we learned in the previ
ous article, some smokers were 
cold-blast, where the air essentially 
went around the fire, drawing out a 
cooler blast of smoke. Without a 
strong blast of air coming through 
the fire, a cold-blast smoker could 
be hard to light. 

To make a cold-blast smoker 
that was easy to light, L. C. Root 
redesigned the Quinby smoker to 
be both hot and cold blast, calling it 
a double-blast smoker (see Figure 
7). Notice the two pipes connecting 
the bellows and firebox. The lower 
one is the h ot-blast pipe and the 
upper is the cold-blast pipe. The 

smoker is lit in hot-blast mode and 
then switched to cold-blast mode 
for smoking the bees. So how do you 
change back and forth between hot 
and cold blast? Well, just above the 
hot blast pipe on the bellows is a 
small switch for making the change. 
Imagine that, a smoker with a 
switch on it - quite unusual (take 
another look at Figure 7). 

As best as I can determine the 
sin gle and double draft smokers 
initially came in three sizes with 
diameters of three and a half, two 
and a half, and two inches. By 1888, 
L. C. Root sold his business to W 
E. Clark of Oriskany, New York. 
Clark continued selling the smok
ers and other beekeeping supplies, 
though I'm not sure for how long. 
Judging from the only two catalogs 
I have from him (1888 and 1890), 
the cold blast feature was dropped 
unless requested, and later some 
smokers were fitted with a hinged 
funnel, probably to compete with 
other smokers having that feature. 

For price comparisons we can 
look in the April 1896 edition of the 
A. I. Root Company catalog from 
Medina , Ohio. A large Quinby 
single-blast smoker cost $1.25. A 
small one sold for 50 cents, but keep 
in mind that's quite a dainty 

smoker. On the other hand, the 
popular Clark cold-blast smoker, 
seen in a previous article, also cost 
50 cents. That made the large-sized 
Quinby a bit expensive. Also 
Bingham smokers were being adver
tised heavily and were competitively 
priced. The Quinby smoker could 
not keep up and eventually its pro
duction ceased . Regrettably most of 
them fell victim to the ravages of 
time and neglec;t. The surviving 
ones have become rare pieces of our 
beekeeping history and should be 
preserved and cherished. 

At the time of Quinby's death, 
Captain Hetherington, perhaps 
drawing upon his courage steeled 
in the Civil war, saw past the grief 
and despair of the moment to make 
a prophetic and inspiring comment. 
"I predict that his invention of a 
smoker, combining the principle of 
an upright tube and bellows, will, 
in the near future , be in the ha nds 
of every beekeeper in the land." 

And now from millions of bee
keepers since then, ranging from 
distant places around the world, 
one can fairly ask, "Has a truer pre
diction ever been made?" IEl!l 
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Figure 6: A Quinby smoker disassembled for cleaning. Now it's 
easy to scrape out the soot from the tube. Cleaning the grate is also 
easy, and now it's even easy to clean under it. All that seemingly 
odd construction had d definite purpose and was actually quite 
clever. It just wasn't apparent since such smoker disassembly is 
unheard of today. Also note the opening in the pipe connecting the 
bellows and firebox to let in air between bouts of smoking the 

Figure 7: Two rare and exotic Quinby double-blast 
smokers - in different sizes no less! Finding just one of 
these smokers is quite difficult unless one is very lucky. 
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? DO YOU KNOW? 
Disease Symptoms 

Clarence Co llison • • 
Mississippi State Un iversity 

The first line of defense in protecting honey bee 
colonies from bee diseases is the beekeeper's a bility 
to detect and recognize early disease symptoms. Every 
time a beekeeper breaks down a honey bee colony, it is 
important that the brood area be checked for any symp
toms that might be associated with an unhealthy con
dition. Being able to recognize the early symptoms of a 
serious disease and knowing what to do about it is an 
important aspect of successful colony management. 

The first 11 questions are true and false. Place a Tin 
front of the statement if entirely true and an F if any part of 
the statement is incorrect. Each question is worth one point, 
unless otherwise indicated. 

1. Colonies with chalkbrood have reduced 
problems with American foulbrood and European 
foul brood. 

2. Spores associated with American Foul-
brood and chalkbrood disease remain viable in the 
hive for several years. 

3. Sacbrood, chalkbrood, and European foul-
brood are most commonly found in the Spring. 

4. Sacbrood rarely kills a colony. 
5. Larvae with European foulbrood u sually die 

when they are four to five days old. 
6. Finding dead larvae of all ages within a 

honey bee colony would indicate that the brood was 
killed by either sacbrood or European foulbrood. 

7 Larvae that die from American foulbrood 
have tracheae that appear as fine silvery tubes 
immediately below the skin, especially as the lar
vae turn brown. 

8. Severely infected American foulbrood and 
European foulbrood combs have a mottled appear
ance due to a mixture of healthy capped brood, cells 
containing the remains of diseased larvae, and 
empty cells. 

9. Melissococu.s pluton, the causative agent of 
European foulbrood, overwinters on the sides of 
the cell wall or in feces and wax debris on the bot
tom board of the hive. 

10. Larvae die of chalkbrood after their cells 
have been capped. 

11. A good nectar flow speeds up the recovery 
of European foulbrood, American foulbrood, 
nosema and sacbrood. 

(Multiple Choice Questions, 1 point each) 
12. When purchasing used beekeeping equip-

ment that has been in storage, the greatest risk to 
establishing new colonies in the equipment is: 

Failure to identify even the minor 
diseases can lead to lower pro.duc
tion and weakened colonies. 

Please take a few minutes and 
answer the following questions to 
determine how well you understand 
the biology and characteristics of 
bee diseases, their method of 
spread and control. 

A. European foulbrood 
B. Tracheal mites 
C. American foulbrood 
D. Varroa mites 
E. Sacbrood 

13. Chronic bee paralysis and acute paralysis 
are caused by a: 
A. Fungus 
B. Rickettsiae 
C. Protozoan 
D. Virus 
E. Bacterium 

14. If a colony is exposed to American foul-
brood, what is the shortest possible time before a 
colony will show recognizable symptoms? 
A. 5.5 days 
B. 10.5 days 
C. 12.5 days 
D. 21.5 days 
E. 35.5 days 

15. ---- is caused by the bacterium 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and it destroys the con-

16. 

nective tissues of the thorax, legs, wings and an
tennae of adult honey bees. (1 point) 
Please explain how you would differentiate between 
a healthy and unhealthy honey bee larva. (2 points) 

1 7 Requeening is often recommended for colonies that 

18. 

19. 

20. 

have European foulbrood, chalkbrood and sacbrood. 
Explain why this is a useful approach. (2 points) 
What are the primary ways in which brood diseases 
are naturally spread between colonies within an 
apiary? (2 points) 
What are the two newest antibiotics being consid
ered for the control of American foulbrood? (2 points) 
Please examine the two diagrams below and indi
cate what killed the larva (A) and pupa (B). (2 points) 

,ti 
~~ 

A. B. 
ANSWERS ON NEXT PAGE 
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?Do You Know? 
Answers 

1. Tru e Research has shown 
that colonies with chalkbrood 
have less American and Euro
pean foulbrood. This effect is 
caused by the presence of li
noleic acid which suppresses 
the development of foulbrood 
bacteria. Chalkbrood has a high 
level of this acid. 

2. True Tests have shown that 
chalkbrood spores are viable for 
at least a year in pollen samples 
and over 15 years inside a bee
hive. American foulbrood spores 
have been shown to be viable 
for at least 35 years in the scale 
stage in the hive. 

3. True Chalkbrood, sacbrood 
and European foulbrood are 
most commonly found in the 
Spring of the year when colonies 
should be building up to maxi
mum populations. European 
foulbrood also can be found in 
the Fall, but it is not as com
mon as in the Spring. 
Chalkbrood appears primarily in 
the Spring, although outbreaks 
in the Summer and Fall can oc
cur. 

4. True Death of a colony by 
sacbrood is rare. Most colonies 
appear to recover spontane
ously from the disease. Bee
keepers r arely consider 
sacbrood a serious threat since 
the symptoms are generally ob
served in a few colonies and only 
during late Winter, Spring and 
early Summer. 

5. True European foulbrood gen
erally kills larvae 4-5 days old 
while they are still coiled in the 
bottom of the brood cells. 

6. False Finding dead larvae of 
all ages within a honey bee 
colony would normally indicate 
chilled brood or possibly death 
due to insecticides. The primary 
symptom associated with 
chilled brood is brood of all ages 
being killed at the same time. 
No single brood disease kills 
equally in the egg, larval or pu
pal stages. 

7 False When a larva dies from 
European foulbrood, not Ameri
can foulbrood, the tracheae ap-
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pear as fine silvery tubes im
mediately below the skin, espe
cially as the larvae turn brown. 
This symptom is highly charac
teristic of European foulbrood. 

8 . True A severely infected 
American foulbrood comb has a 
mottled appearance due to a 
mixture of healthy capped 
brood, cells containing the re
mains of diseased larvae, and 
empty cells. This condition is 
often refereed to as the 
"pepperbox appearance." When 
the infection is light, the 
pepperbox symptom may not be 
apparent. If European foulbrood 
is widespread in a colony, the 
combs also take on a pepperbox 
appearance. 

9. True Melissococus pluton, the 
causative agent of European 
foulbrood, is a nonspore-form
ing bacterium that survives the 
Winter within the hive on the 
sides of the cell wall, or in fe
ces and wax debris on the bot
tom board. 

10. True Spores of Ascosphaera 
apis, the fungus that causes 
chalkbrood are ingested with 
larval food. Larvae are most sus
ceptible if they ingest spores 
when they are three to four days 
old and then they are chilled 
briefly two days later. The 
spores germinate in the hind 
gut, but mycelial (vegetative) 
growth is arrested until the larva 
is sealed in its cell. Infected 
larvae usually die within the 
first two days after they have 
been sealed in their cells. They 
are at first somewhat fluffy and 
swollen, taking on the shape of 
the cell, but later they shrink 
and become hard. By this time 
the cappings have frequently 
been removed by the bees. 

11. False A good nectar flow will 
usually speed up the recovery 
of European foul brood , 
sacbrood and may aid in help
ing a colony recover from 
nosema. Field flights and brood 
emergence are most helpful with 
nosema. Nectar flows help with 
recovery since it forces the bees 
to catch up on house cleaning 
chores. With American foul 
brood, the bees are unable to 
remove the scales (spore res
ervoirs), so once the equipment 
is contaminated with spores, 
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the colony is doomed. 
12. C) American foulbrood 
13. D) Virus 
14. C) 12.5 days 
15. Septicemia 
16. Healthy larvae have a glisten

ing, pearly white appearance, 
whereas, unhealthy larvae are 
no longer white, with all or parts 
of the larvae turning dull white, 
yellow, creamy brown and even
tually beconµng dark brown or 
black. 

17 Since European foulbrood, 
chalkbrood and sacbrood are 
stress diseases, requeening 
accomplishes two things : it 
gives the colony a more prolific 
queen which may be genetically 
less susceptible to the diseases 
and permits a time lag between 
brood cycles that allows the 
house bees to remove diseased 
larvae from their cells. 

18. Robbing, Drifting of bees be
tween colonies 

19. Tylan Soluble® (Tylosin Tartrate) 
Lincomix Soluable Powder® 
(Lincomycin HCL) 

20. A) American foulbrood B) 
American foulbrood 

There were a possible 25 points in 
the test this month. Check the table 
below to determine how well you did. 
If you scored less than 12 points, 
do not be discouraged. Keep read
ing and studying- you will do better 
in the future. 

Number Of Points Correct 
25-18 Excellent 

17-15 Good 
14- 12 Fair 

Clarence Collison is a Professor of Ento
mology and Head of the Department of 
Entomology and Plant Pathology at Mis
sissippi State University, Mississippi 
State, MS. 

Propolis Traps 
Reusable molded plastic 

www.propolistrap.com 
Phone: (586) 752-9850 

Fax: (586) 752-1809 
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Colony Spring Operation 

Wa lt Wri g ht ----------- - -----------

In this segment of survival traits an ambitious 
agenda is planned. The operational changes prompted 
by season advancement and swarm preparation will be 
integrated for the Spring season. In this article, we 
take the next step and offer a hypothesis for the "whys" 
of what we see happening in the Spring season. It is 
not possible to look at a frame of bees and guess what 
each bee was doing before you opened the hive. The 
hypothesis presents conclusions drawn from the ef
fects we do see. 

ing swarms are not a problem. A key consideration of 
nectar management is the deliberate provision of space 
very early for colony growth in brood volume and popu
lation. It should come as no surprise that this series 
on survival traits is written to promote the concepts of 
nectar management, which are based on those sur
vival characteristics. Nectar management is a reliable 
swarm prevention approach with the side effect of in
creasing honey production. 

In April a brief introduction was provided to the 
full season honey bee internal operations that sup
port survival. In May condensed description of survival 
traits applied during swarm preparations were de
scribed. The survival considerations of the existing 
overwintered colony were described for both reproduc
tive and overcrowding swarms. In this segment and 
future articles, discussion of overcrowding swarms will 
be discontinued for two reasons. It is assumed that 
the point has been made that overcrowding swarms 
are generated by beekeeper mismanagement, and sec
ondly, in the nectar management approach, overcrowd-

The descriptions of colony activities or "internal 
operations" presented to this point are consistently 
repeatable in all kinds of seasons. Some seasonal varia
tions in timing can be traced to forage availability in 
that location, that season. The indications reported 
until now can be substantiated with anecdotal obser
vations. No scientific tests have been performed to verify 
any of the reported observations. The writer of this 
series is just another beekeeper who does his own 
thing, by himself, in the boondocks. He is not staffed 
to mark and count bees. Those are very poor creden
tials for taking on the bulk of beekeeping academia, 
but it's important enough to me that I try. 

The seasonal colony operations 
and the reproduction operations will 
be integrated as seen in Central/ 
Middle Tennessee. The composite 
internal operations will be limited 
to the early season build up, Spring 
swarming season, and subsequent 
beginning of the main flow. The hy
pothesis parts fit together well and 
explain some vague elements of the 
popular literature. The following de
scriptions may not be 100% correct 
- some interpretations of observa
tions is involved. But we believe it 
to be a fairly accurate presentation 
of what is happening in your bee
hive in the Spring season. 

The summary chart presented 
includes several controversial en
tries. Elements of the following hy
pothesis are factored in. The 
changes described in earlier articles 
are based on solid observation, but 
elements of the hypothesis deal 
with worker bee duties. Although 
the duties are supported by obser-
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vation, the evidence is circumstan
tial. A full explanation of any one 
of those would take more print 
space than available for a single 
article. For the most part, even an
ecdotal evidence will not be in
cluded. The intent here is to pro
vide an overview of Spring colony 
operations tailored to survival and 
reproduction. Subsequent articles 
may provide anecdotal evidence of 
the more controversial parts. 

The development schedule by 
calendar dates is for the Alabama/ 
Tennessee state line. Climatic con
ditions locally are close to median 
conditions for the European honey 
bee races. Unlike the northern tier 
of states, where bee literature ema
nates, we have a better opportunity 
to see operations as they might be 
in their origins. One northern "ex
pert" told me he did not believe the 
colony saved a reserve of capped 
honey through the swarm season. 
He would only need to tend bees for 
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one season in Tennessee to revise 
his opinion. 

The first horizontal section of 
the summary chart is the period 
dedicated to generation of the re
productive swarm. This period is 
actually divided into two phases. In 
the early build up the emphasis is 
on honey consumption for brood 
nest expansion. Swarm prepara
tions are dependent on many vari
ables such as colony overwintered 
strength, forage availability, flying 
weather, etc. There is, therefore, no 
calendar reference for the start of 
swarm preps. Stronger colonies, 
under good environmental condi
tions, might start swarm preps in 
late February, and weaker colonies 
not start at all. 

In addition to the opinion that 
this period is dedicated to reproduc
tion, this hypothesis has a more 
controversial aspect. Anecdotal evi
dence suggests that nurse bees 
graduate to foraging capability, with-

Continued on Next Pa53 



SPRING ... Cont. From Pg. 53 

out passing through house bee du
ties. This is a major divergence from 
literature descriptions, but makes 
good sense from an efficiency per
spective for two good reasons. Dur
ing the build up they are not stor
ing honey. Nectar is used for feed. 
There is no need for nectar proces
sors or wax makers. Second, early 
season foraging opportunities are 
limited to short duration periods. To 
be able to send nearly the whole 
work force to the field during those 
short win-

house bees are required to support 
a nectar forager. If that data is in 
the popular literature, we missed it. 
Intuitively, we would guess there 
should be more house bees than 
foragers for the "main flow." Tongue 
drying sounds like slow work and 
wax makers have a reported 10 day 
delay to secrete wax. 

In a declining brood volume 
there would always be fewer house 
bees than foragers. That is, if we 
assume about equal time as house 
bees and foragers. Each brood cycle 
is smaller than the last, and house 

riod after May 1 on the chart. We 
put quotes on "main flow" because 
it is not a function of field nectar 
availability. Locally, field nectar has 
been plentiful for six to eight weeks 
prior to that time. The internal op
erations of the colony in preparing 
to store honey have been completed 
at the appearance of new wax. Con
trary to popular opinion, the appear
ance of white wax is not related to 
field nectar availability. 

We are aware that all entries 
on the summary chart have not 
been described above. The entries 

on the chart 
dows of op
portunity is 
a definite 
asset. The 

Spring Operations Summary Chart were in
tended to be 
self ex 
planatory 
The top sec-

Tree Bloom 

I 
Hardwood! I 
Green-up 

Tulip 
Poplar colony op

erations are 
ta ilored for 
efficiency 
T h e r e 

Elm Maple 
Apple I Black 

I Red Bud I Blossom Locust 
tion identi

Calendar 

Colony 
Objective 

Operational 
Differences 

Feb Mar 

Generate 
Reproductive Swarm 

Population Comprised 
of Nurse Bees, Foragers, 

and Drones 

April 
I 

Prepare to 
Store Honey 

Rearing House 
Bees, Nectar 

Processors, and 
Wax Makers 

May 
I 

Restock Honey 
& Winter Pollen 

Balanced 
Work Force 

should be 
little dis
agreement 
that wax 
makers and 
nectar pro
cessors are 
not needed 
during the 
build up pe
riod, but the 
shortage of 

Increasing 
Brood Nest 

Swann Feeding on Decreasing 
Preparations Reserve Brood Volume 

fies objec
tives of the 
colony, the 
middle sec
tion reflects 
colony op
erations, and 
the bottom 
section of ef
fects identi
fies the indi
cations that 
can be seen 

Effects 
Volume Nectar Storage LCapplng Honey 

_J stops New Wax Starts Reproductive Swann Cut-Off Date 

house bees is not limited to those 
duties. When you look for other 
clues, you will find them. 

It was mentioned above that 
the parts of this hypothesis fit to
gether well. The minimal presence 
of house bees above nurse bee age 
during the build up provides an in
troduction to the storage lull the 
last three weeks of April. At repro
ductive swarm cut off the colony 
must generate the house bees to 
support restocking Winter provi
sions. The storage lull is a strong 
three weeks, or a worker brood 
cycle. We conclude that the colony 
internal operations for this period 
are dedicated to rearing the house 
bees for storing. When the colony 
emerges from the full brood cycle 
with a full complement of house 
bees, they are prepared to store 
honey at efficient rates. The wax 
makers and nectar processors are 
available to support nectar foragers 
with curing and capping honey. We 
have no knowledge on how many 
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Swarm Issue I 

bee duties come first. With stan
dard management brood nest reduc
tion is underway in the swarming 
season. With nectar management 
brood nest reduction starts early in 
the storage lull (about mid April). 

The colony investment in a full 
brood cycle of rearing house bees is 
another indication of efficiency in 
survival tactics. This is done at the 
peak of woodland forage availabil
ity. Note on the chart that black lo
cust and tulip poplar overlap at this 
time. If the build up population is 
heavily weighted with foragers, (very 
few house bees), then a full brood 
cycle of house bees makes sense. 
For reasons we will not go into here, 
the accumulation of foragers during 
the build up to swarm also makes 
sense. A concentration of foragers 
has benefits for both the swarm and 
the parent colony. 

When the colony has wax mak
ing capability at the beginning of the 
"main flow," honey accumulation 
starts in earnest. This is the pe-
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by the bee
keeper. If 

you have questions or comments, I 
am never too busy to talk bees. [El!] 

Walt Wright is a sideline beekeeper 
and enthusiastic experimenter, who lives 
in Elkton, Tennessee. 

Jester Bee Co. 
P.O. Box 87/5099 Hwy. 297, West Ridge, AR 72391 

Visa, MC, Discover, AmEx accepted 
870.531.2373 • Fax: 870.531.2369 

For Orders: 800.294.2373 
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www.jesterbee.com 
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ON MAKING 
SENSE 

Rules 
Of Thumb 
Richard Da lby 

Rules Of Law 
Larry Golt z 

I sold honey at the Redding, California Farmer's Market where 
certification meant its rules and regulations are determined and 

enforced by the State Department of Agriculture in Sacramento. 1 
should say that I did sell honey, until we had three years of fail
ure of our premium crop from yellow star thistle. I continue to 

"It's th e exception that proves the receive marketing regulation updates despite the fact that I no 
You've probably heard that one before. Like most longer sell honey on the market. I have changed my address 
old sayings, it carries a certain air of authority. as well, but the market information continues to arrive; ap
But what does it mean? If a rule has exceptions, parently the Post Office ·considers it important that I con
is it still a rule? I suppose it a ll depends on the tinue to receive their mail. 
meaning of the word rule. Words are sometimes slip- Actually, I do read the correspondence, but I don't 
pery things, particularly so when they have a number understand much of what to me is incomprehensible. 
of different meanings. My dictionary gives 11 possible The latest Informative Digest/Policy Overview out of 
meanings for the word rule when it is used as a noun. Sacramento is apparently meant to clarify some ear
The one that seems to fit best here is this one: "some- lier directives which I didn't understand either. 
thing that usually or normally happens or obtains; the cus- r don't mean to ridicule the efforts of these 
tomary or ordinary course of events." Given this meaning, sincere and intelligent individuals who sent out 
the old saying makes sense. It is using the word rule to mean these official letters, but, I wish they could send 
a general rule, a rule with occasional exceptions, rather than to me the pertinent information written in a 
mean a hard-and-fast rule, a rule with no exceptions. pointedly simple style for readers as myself 

Does all of this have something to do with beekeeping, you who may be less cultured than th e writers. 
may be wondering. Yes, it does. Most beekeeping books contain For example: "Under lease and part
rules about bees and their behavior. Rightly so. If the natural world nership agreement requirements the 
did not proceed in an orderly fashion, it would be difficult to write applicant applying for certification is 
anything meaningful abou t it. Nonetheless, as many beekeepers have required to provide the County Agri
discovered, bees don't always do what the books say they will do. This cultural Commissioner" (who seems 
was brought home to me last Winter out in my apiary as I checked my to spend 11 ½ months of the year 
hives in the January sunlight. I noticed two things that are exceptions to out of office - probably in Sacra
the general rules of beekeeping. mento forging these regulations) 

First, and this was an easy one to notice, a bee stung me on the thumb as "with a current copy of the 
I was removing a lid to check the location of the Winter cluster. As the bee agreement. Section 1392.9.2 
books state, bees typically have less venom when wintering. I know this to be requires applicants to enter 
true from my own experience. Winter stings are usually very mild. But this sting into these agreements 
on my thumb was one of those that gets your attention, to the point that I held prior to a specific time 
some snow on it for a time to alleviate the sensation. Well, I now know for a fact that frame. Section 1392.4 
not all wintering workers have less venom. Apparently some, for some reason, re- requires the certified 
main fully armed even when snow covers the scene. producer, when sell-

The second strange thing I noticed there among my hives on a January day was that ing for another cer-
one hive still had at least a few drones in residence. I know this because there were tified producer, to 
several drones near the hive entrance on the landing board seemingly enjoying the warmth sell a greater 
of the afternoon sun along with a bunch of worker bees. No, the workers weren't kicking amount by vol-
those drones out of the hive belatedly, because I watched as a drone came out of the en- ume of their 
trance, strolled about a bit, and then went nonchalantly back inside the hive, with no attempt own products 
on the part of any worker bee to stop him. than the 

Finding drones in a hive out of season can be an indication that something is amiss. Perhaps certified 
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MAKING SENSE . .. Cont. From Pg. 55 

the hive has devel producer they are representing, etc., etc." 
oped laying workers or 
the queen is being· su 
perseded and the bees 

The way I figure it (arithmetically) having long ago forgotten my spherical trigo
nometry, is that you must sell two tomatoes to every one you sell of your compatriots 

to qualify for certification of both parties. 
are keeping the drones 
handy in case they are 
needed. But these scenarios 
are much more likely in Sep

It is doubly disheartening at a farmer's market membership meeting when the 
chairperson gives the impression that he or she understands perfectly everything 
in the communiques. To sit dumbly while others deliberatively share complicity 

with the president, pretending to understand the issues supposedly explained 
in the memorandums from the USDA in Sac. City, is humiliating. I don't know 
what such humility would be called since I have also lung ago forgotten my 

Freudian and Jungian terminology from Pscy. 101. 

tember than in January. And 
this particular hive was and re
mains very strong, without the 
dwindling commonly seen in a hive 
with problems. So here was an ap
parent exception to one of the gen
eral rules of beekeeping. This hive had 
not driven out all of its drones. 

The worthy authors may be only innocently attempting to elevate them
selves in the estimation of their supervisor, who no doubt must in turn 

hire an interpreter to explain the documents being sent out bearing the 
overseer's signature. 

Why? Well, one interesting hypoth
esis I have read holds that weak hives 

Then again, today's messages must carry precise instructions and 
classical language is needed to leave no doubt in the mind of the 
recipient, although this is often where communication breaks down. 

sometimes keep their drones through the 
Winter in order to help heat the cluster 
and keep the brood warm. Also, there is some 
evidence that drones are essential to the 
morale of a colony during its active months 
and perhaps some colonies, for reasons as yet 
undiscovered, allow their drones to join the Win
ter cluster. 

Good examples of messages that score a bulls eye is the one on bill 
return envelopes that reads "The post office will not deliver with
out a stamp." Someone will eventually and surely find a way to 

convolute this simple statement. Or, "Do not drink this prod
uct" on the label of a drain cleaner. These precise and simple 

instructions are understandable to the majority of Califor
nians, even those who detest simplicity. 

I suppose I can sum up what I have been try
Possibly the legal profession is partly to blame for gov

ernment verbosity/ periphrasis. The processes and science 
of jurisprudence has perhaps rendered simplicity of ex
pression as dead and extinct as the bird Raphus 

calcu.latus. As fearsome as mortality may be, being ac
cused and convicted of being casual is far worse and 
possibly carries monetary penalties that could stag

ger even defense department purchasing agents. Of 
course that is an extreme example of cause and 

effect but you get the idea, as do responsible gov
ernment authors of directives. Confounding 
speech and writing is befuddling but will likely 

always be with u s. While apparently neces
sary in our increasingly technical society, 

governmentese is not for those who have 
either yet to take that great leap forward 
into cyberspace or are behind in devel

opment of their cognitive horsepower. 

ing to say here by saying that, in general, you can 
rely on all the rules of beekeeping, more or less. Just 
remember that some of them are not hard-and-fast 
rules. Rather they are rules of thumb, and sooner or 
later you may find exceptions to them. I'm happy this is 
so. When the bees do something they're not supposed to 
do, it makes beekeeping all the more fascinating. @l!l 

Richard Dalby writes and keeps bees at his home in Levan, UT 
and is a frequent contributor to these pages. 
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Heartland Apicultural 
Society 
July 10-12 

Midway College 
Midway, KY 

www.heartlandbees.com 

Eastern Apicultural 
Society 
August 4-8 

Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 

www.easternapiculture.org 
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I am afraid I am guilty on both 
counts. @l!l 

Larry Goltz is the Janner editor of 
Bee Culture magazine and lives and 
keeps bees in Redding, CA. 
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JUNE 2003 • ALL THE NEWS THAT FITS 

Comments From Keith Delaplane 

NEW IBRA EDITOR 

It was in rnr first urnrncr of gradu
ate school drnt I was introduced to 
)011mal ef Apim/1111vl Ruearrh. I was a 
freshly-minted college graduate 
cager to begin In)' rhcsis field work. 
Mr major professor, Dr. John 
1-larbo, amid the preparations for 
that first season startled me with 

IJtlCIJUIIOJIAL 
Ill I I HAl(lt 
& I JO CI , l IO 11 

an unexpected assign
ment - once finished you 
must publish )'Our rhesis 
in a scienti fic journal. Up 
to rhat point I had not 
thought beyond the the
sis itself, bound hand
some!)' and rucked away 
in the universil)' library. 

But publishing in a 1riwlijir ;011m,,I? 
The mandate was reinfo rced by 
none o ther than Dr. E\'a Crane, 
founder of the International Bee 
Research Associauon (JBRI\). J,-1 Ri 
firsL editor, nnd acrive writer to Lhis 

day. She visited our lab for two days 
in 1984. One br one we graduate 
students sat clown with her and e.x-
plained our research. I remember 

talking with her about my work on 
c1ueenless ness and receiving her 
solemn cha rge, 'yes by all mea ns 
you must publish this.' Ultimately 
I complied, and mr thesis found 
its way into JAR. As a young per
son that was pretty heady stuff. 

With the firs t issue 2003, rhe 
senior editorship o f Jo11111f// of Api
m//11m/ lv1e,,rrh passes from Dr. Tom 
Rinderer to me. I am honored to 
be joining Tom in a stream of se
nior editors beginning in 1962 with 
Ors. Eva Crane and James Simpson. 
I am pleased to report that Drs. Bob 
Danka and Pamela Munn wiJI con
tinue in their current posts as asso
ciate and production ed itors, re
spectively. 

/\s JAR begins its fifth decade I 
invite you ro lend your support to 
this ve nerable journal - in your 
submissions of o riginal research, 
your timely reviews, your subscrip
tions and your goodwill. It is our 
intention to earn your confidence, 
build upon our earlier successes, 
and be in foct as well as word the 
flagship journal of bee science. 

Dr. Delaplane is Professor o f 
Entomology, University of Geor
gia, Athens, Georgia. 

Bu C11/l11r, congratulares Dr. 
Delaplane on being chosen to fill 
this position. We also want to thank 
Dr. Tom Rinderer fo r his many 
years of ser\'ice as Senior Editor. 
You can contact Dr. Deleplanc at 
kscl@arches.uga.edu, and 18 RA at 
www.IBRA.org. uk. 

MITES NEEDED 
Vi,rroo has now been reported 

to be resistant to fluva linate and 
coumaphos in some areas but there 
is no clear understanding o f the 
e.xtenr of resistance. To help track 
this, the Carl Hayden l loney Bee 
Research Lab in Tucson is 
currently doing a survey of mites 
that show resistance to the pesti
cides. 1 n order to test for resistance, 
they need live mites sh ipped to 

them, after which the mites will 
be frozen and destroyed. The tests 
include putting mites in vials with 
different doses of pesticides. 

If you wish to participate, con
tact J ennifer Finley, USD A-J\RS, 
Carl Harden Bee Res. Center, 2000 
E. /\lien Road, Tucson, AZ 85719, 
520.670.6380, Pax 520.670.6493, 
j fin I e y@ tu cs o n. a rs. a g. gov; 
gears. rucson.ars.ag.gov / 

GUELPH POSITION 
OPENS 

T he Departme nt o f 
Environme ntal Biology al the 
University o f Gue lph invites 
app lications for a n Assistant 
Professor, three-yea r 
contractually lim ited, in the area 
of Apiculture/Entomology. The 
successful candidate wi ll develop 
and teach unde rg radua te and 
graduate courses in apicu lture 
and/or entomology, depending on 
his/her area of expertise. 

The position requires a Ph.D. 
in a piculture or a related fie ld . 
Salary wi ll be at the ass is tant 
professor level. 

Mostly From China 

Appl ications sho uld be 
forwarded to the Department 
C hair. In addi tion the candidate 
s hould provide a li st o f at least 
three references that the 
Department can contact d irectly. 
The c losing date for thi s 
competition is June 15, 2003. 

Submi t all documen tation to: 
Dr. Michael A. Dixon. Chair 
Departme nt of Environmenta l 
Bio logy, U niversity of Guelph. 
Guelph Ontario NIG 2WI , Fax: 
(5 19) 837-0442, Emai l: 
mdi xon@ces. uoguelph.ca 

ULTRAFILTERED HONEY NOT HONEY 
The ational I loney Board is aware 
of reports over the last few months 
of " ul trafilrercd" (UF) honey en
tering tl1c United States. The Board 
has obtained samples of UF honey 
and is presently having the prod
uct rested by certified laboratories 
fo r various components. 

The ultrafiltration o f honey in
volves adding water, then remov
ing it after the diluted product has 
passed through a filter so fine that 
it can remove components at the 
molecular level. This process also 

removes many 11ot11ml components 
of honey. Consec1ucndy, the r-ood 
and Drug Administration has de
termined that Ur: honey should 
not be labeled as "honer" or even 
"ulrrnfil tercd hooey," but must be 
labeled as "sweeteners derived 
from honey" o r '"'sweeteners from 
honey." 

T he National I loner Board fully 
supports the FDJ\'s positio n. As 
additional in formation becomes 
available it will be passed on to 1.hc 
industry. www.nhb.org 

KROGER GOES ORGANIC 
(and natural) 

Supermarket retailer Kroger Co., 
Cind nnari, has launched Naturallr 
Preferred, its private brand of natu
ral and o rganic products, to all of 
the company's nearly 2,500 stores. 
The 140 items offered under the 

aturally Preferred label will be 
one of rhe larger brand launches 
in the company's I 20-year histor)·· 
Kroger is supporting with regional 
media campaigns d1at include news
paper, PO P and sampling. The na
tional rngline: " Health Conscious, 

Earth Co nscious" c reation was 
overseen in-house. T he line in
cludes such categories as baby 
food, pastas, cereal, snacks, milk and 
soy items. Some products have 
been available in Kroger stores, but 
consumer response encouraged d,e 
company to go na rional and add 
more goods. Kroger operates su
permarkets in 32 states under such 
banners as Kroger, Ralphs, Fred 
Me)•Cr, Food 4 Less, QFC and City 
l\larkeL 
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NO SOUTH ISLAND MITE 
New Zealand horticulturalists wanr 

the government to fund ihe fight 
to keep the Vi,rroa mire out of 1.hc 
South Island. 

T he \lcgetahlc and Poraro 
Growers Federation said in a 
submission as part of discussions 
over a proposed national pest 
management strategy for the Lnitc 

that it supports the establishment 
of the strategy. 

It said it believes 1.be fun tling 
should be provided b)' the cenrral 
GovernmenL because of the 
widespread economic benefit of 
keeping l /arron out of the South 

Island, including the benefit LO 

beekeepers, the public, pastoral 
farmers, horticulturists and arable 
formers. 

T he government funding was 
also necessa ry because of the 
leng th of time between the 
establi shment of Viirroa and the 

impact felt by the major beneficiary, 
the past0ral industries. 

lt said there is no other cyuirnble 
fu nding mechanism available and 
the cnsr of collect ing the funds 
would likely be high relative to the 

total cost of the strategy. 

100 FOR MSBA 

Celebration of 100th year for Missouri Beekeeping Association 
founded April 22, 1903. From left - Past Presidents Sharon Gib
bons & Glenn Davis, H oney Queen Hannah, Past President Art 
Gelder, Current President Chris Gibbons and Past President Tan 
Brown. 

JUST COINCIDENCE! 

The swarm entered the grille and collected under the hood. Do you think 
the interesting shape of the grille apertures had anyinfluence on this be
havior? Or just coincidence? (photo f:y Chlllies Si111011) 

SIR EDMUND HILLARY 
l'i fty years ago last 
month Ed I lillary, a 
tall, lean beekeeper 
from N ew Zea land, 
and h is Sherpa col
league Ten zing 
Norgay became the 
first climbers to reach 
the summit of the 
world's highest moun
rrun. 

Sir Edmund Hillary is featured on the 
New Zealand five dollar note. 

Among the many acts of recog
nition for Sir Edmund, a::- he soon 

became, was being appo inted an 
honorary vict:-prt::sidt:n l uf th e 

young Bee Research Association, 
predecessor !BR.A, itself then only 
four years old. 

Sir l2dmund's connection with 
beekeeping tlwindlcd as his life was 
taken up with other activities - ini
tially further climbing anJ explor
ing. But he never forgot those early 
days. Ten years ago he served as 
patron of the 'Young beekeeper of 
the year' scheme in New Zealand. 

The dominant focus of Sir 
Edmunds' life since scaling Everest 
has not been climbing, or the rec
ognition of being the conqueror 
of Everest, but the welfare of the 
Sherpa people in Nepal. 

With his wife, June antl a global 
network of supporters, Si r 
Edmund still works diligently in 
his eighties to support these I li

malayan endeavors and orhcr envi
ron men ml, you th and health 
projects. His life since Everest has 
been one of tireless humanirnrian 
service. 

This has been widdy recognized 
in d iffe rent ways in many coun
tries; from membership of Britain's 

Paul Ballard 

Order of the Garter and of the 
Order of cw Zealand (Limited to 

20 members), co the honorific 
'13urra sahib' in Nepal, meaning 'big 
in stature, big in hears.' When the 
Reserve Bank of New Zealand re
designed its banknotes in the early 
1990s to incorporare famous New 
Zealanders, with a process of ex
tensive public consultation, the 
person known through out the 
country simply as 'Ed Hillary' be
came tl1e only living New Zealandcr 
to feature. 

The 50'11 anniversary of his most 
famous climb is being marketl by 
events around the world. One is 
'Sir Edmund 1-liUary Everest and 
beyond,' an exhibition produced 
by the Auckland Museum in New 
Zealand and the National Geo
graphic Society in the U.S. Having 
rc:cc ntl y concluded 111 new 

Zealand, it will soon be opening 
in rhe society's Explornr's I !all in 

Washington, DC. As with his auto
b iography, the ex hi b itio n tells 
much more than the story o f the 
fi rst ascent of Everest - it 
chronicles the lifetime of achieve
ments and humanitarian service of 
rh is remarkable, yer ordinary man. 

repri11ttd from /Jee 117orld 

OBITUARY 
Paul A BaUard, 73, passed away April 
23. He was from Roxbur), NY. 

Paul was born April 24, 1925 in 
Roxbury. He married Barbara 
Green in 1978. 

J\ well-known beekeeper, he 

cook over the family business, 
Ballard's I-lone)', from his father in 
1960. I le was nmncd Beekeeper of 
the year for New York State in 1988. 

I-l e belonged to the American 
Beekeepi ng Federation and the 
Empire Srnte Beekeepers Associa
tion. 

I le is survived by his wife, five 

sons and one daughter, 15 grantl
children and eight grea t-grandch.i.1-

drcn. 
Respectively Paul was buried in 

his faded khakis with his familiar 
wide-striped "beekeeper" suspend
ers. 
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Thinking about an extractor? 

• 2-Frame 
Reversible 

• 3 & 4 Frame 
Non-Reversible 

We offer a size to fit every need and budget. 

• 9-Frame 
Holds 9 Super Frames 

• 12-Frame 
H olds up to 2 1 shallow frames 

• 33-Frame & 72-Frame Models 

• Extractor Reels to convert your Kelley's 2 or 4 Frame extractors to 
a 9-Frame Radial; Reel replaces baskets and holds 9 super frames 

• Uncapping knives ; tanks for processing, storing or bottling 
• Bottling Valves • Honey Containers in glass and plastic 

ITALIAN QUEENS• SUMMER PRICES 

1-9-$10.50 • 10-24- $9.00 • 25-up - $8.75 
Prices include First Class shipping • Clipping or marking . $1.00 each. 

RUSSIAN QUEENS! ADD $3.00 per queen to these prices. 

Visit our web site: www.kelleybees.com 

WALTER T. KELLEY COMPANY 
Credit Card Orders MANUFACTURERS OF BEEKEEPING SUPPLIES 

Call Toll Free: 
1-800-233-2899 

P.O. BOX 240 • CLARKSON, KENTUCKY, U.S.A. 42726-0240 

Phone: (270) 242-2012 • Fax: (270) 242-4801 
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S he actually called it "aphid-spit" hon ey, and she was 
the only person who flat-out refused to even taste my 
honeydew honey. 

I refused to accept this. 
Penny and I have both ski-patrolled at Snowmass for, well, 

let's just say for a very long time. We're old friends, and she's a 
regular honey customer, but "aphid spit" is pretty strong language. 
I found Penny's candor frankly alarming. Pretty soon everyon e on 
the patrol was calling it "aphid-spit" honey. 

I'm not sure this was good for sales. 
If you like dark beer, you'd probably like aphid-spit honey. It's 

strong-flavored, like Guiness Stout ale, and it can be that dark -
almost black. You either like it or you don't. 

Aphids secrete honeydew - sweet, sticky, shiny stuff that ants 
love. Ants and aphids have a symbiotic relationship in which the 
ants "farm" the aphids, collecting the honeydew and defending 
the aphids from predators. When you see ants in trees, aphids 
are usually there, too. 

Honeydew also attracts honey bees. When there's a big aphid 
infestation, bees sometimes choose honeydew over flower nectar 
as raw material for honey production. Where we live in western 
Colorado - maybe one year out of seven - we have huge aphid 
infestations in the Gambel Oak trees. When that happens, we 
can have a dark-honey year, because we have lots of oak. 

I retail my honey to friends, co-workers and unsuspecting 
strangers, and I look at aphid-spit honey not as a curse but as an 
opportunity. 

Hold up a jar of this honey, and it looks like molasses. People 
want to know why. The truth is, folks like a story, and they want to 
feel that what they're buying is unique. After all, they can buy 
honey at the supermarket, but it's not going to be the color of 
Coca-Cola, it's not going to have such a distinctive flavor, and it's 
not going to come with an entomology lesson. 

This was an entomology lesson Penny didn't want to hear. An 
ardent gardener, she knew all about aphids. She certainly wasn't 
going to eat anything even remotely associated with their sticky
sweet secretions. The very thought disgusted her. She would be 
delighted to buy a jar of alfalfa-sweet clover honey, however. 

Honey production here normally shuts down right after Labor 
Day, but this year the little darlings made some late honey on 
rabbit brush, or "chamisa," as they call it in New Mexico. It grows 
along with the sagebrush, and bees love its thick clu sters of 
feathery yellow flowers. 

Rabbit brush honey tastes like butterscotch. Last fall when I 
sold honey at Potato Day in Carbondale, I offered three varieties -
rabbit brush, Flattops wildflower from 9,500 feet, and alfalfa/sweet 
clover. 

I get the wildflower from my beekeeper boss Paul, who has a 
Forest Service permit to keep bees in the high country. The 
wildflower gets a very nice smoky flavor from coneflowers, but this 
year the Flattops bees also got into some rabbit brush. My 
customers agreed that the rabbit brush honey and the wildflower 
honey tasted pretty similar, although the wildflower maybe tasted 
a little sweeter. 

The wildflower is notable for its exceptional resistance to 
granulation. I have customers who marvel that they have liquid 
honey on their shelf a year or longer after buying it. This makes a 
good sales pitch. 

At Potato Day 1 could hardly sell a jar of alfalfa honey until I 
sold out of the other two varieties, even though I charged a little 
more for them, and even though that alfalfa honey is very good 
indeed. 
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Back on the job at Snowmass, when 
the word got out that I had something 
rare and special, I couldn't keep the 
rabbit brush in stock. Sales got delayed, 
not because I had no honey, but because 
it was the wrong kind. Folks referred to 
rabbit brush honey as "the gold," or 
merely as "the good stuff." 

So whenever I ran out of rabbit 
brush honey on the shelf at work, I found 
myself trying to convince people that 
they weren't gett~ng a second-rate 
product when they paid $7 for a quart of 
alfalfa honey, instead of $8 for rabbit 
brush. "There's nothing wrong with this 
honey. This is wonderful honey," I'd say. 

They'd say, "I'll wait for the gold." 
I frankly find this absurd. Rabbit 

brush honey is interesting, and certainly 
unusual, but I eat a lot of honey. Rabbit 
brush is good, not great. Alfalfa honey 
is great. But I'm not selling a basic food 
to these people, anymore than the Lexus 
dealer sells basic transportation. I'm 
sell ing something rare and expensive, 
and therefore desirable. 

I could maybe sell even more rabbit 
brush if I raised the price, but I'm about 
sold out anyway, and I really hate to rip 
people off, even if they deserve it. 

Penny and Eric run a bed-and
breakfast in Teasdale, Utah, during the 
off-season. The summer after Penny 
made the aphid-spit fuss, Linda and I 
checked in for an overnight visit. We 
didn't tell our hosts that we'd brought a 
present. 

Next morning those two served us 
an elegant breakfast, and I couldn't help 
but notice that there was no honey on 
the table. A beekeeper always does. 

Later that day we bid our friends 
adieu until another ski season and 
struck out for adventure. We left the gift 
on the bed. 

It was a quart of honeydew honey. 
The label read, "Double-Black Aphid-Spit 
Honey - Especially Made for the guests 
at the Muley Twist Inn, by the 'girls' at 
Colby Farms." 

Like I said before, I refused to accept 
this. 

Aphid Spit & 
Other Honeys I 
Have Known 

Ed Colby 
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